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Fancy Farm
spotlight could
be on Winters,
Hubbard race
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
With the possibility that U.S.
Sen. Mitch McConnell may be
unable to attend the 128th annual Fancy Farm picnic this year,
the
First
District State
Senate
race
between
Republican
incumbent Ken
Winters
and
Democratic
challenger
Carroll
Winters
Hubbard may
get more attention at the
event.
McConnell,
as well as U.S.
Sen.
Jim
Bunning, were
planning
to
attend
and
expecting to
square
off
Hubbard
against
Democrat rival Bruce Lunsford
with all the usual fireworks he
has used to make political points
in the past. However the GOP
senators may be stranded in
Washington as the Senate is
reportedly considering a vote on
an important energy bill before
adjourning for a one-month
summer recess.
The session may last through
Saturday, according to reports,
and there is a chance McConnell
won't make the picnic. Lunsford
is still expected to attend and
speak as planned.
However the race between

House
bill to
regulate
tobacco

INSIDE
Sen Mitch McConnell to
donate cash from indicted
senator to charity
— see Pegs 8A
Winters and Hubbard will be the
only contest with both candidates present.
Winters said this morning it
would
be unfortunate if
McConnell and Bunning could
not attend; however it will not
affect what he plans to say or do.
All the speakers are restricted
to six minute speeches and that
likely won't change. However
Winters said he would appreciate any additional media attention to his race with Hubbard.
He said he plans to run and
speak concerning his record of
improving
education
in
Kentucky, which he has previously
said
was
the
Commonwealth's best investment for the future.
"I don't think I'll be able to
make my speech any longer
because we're held to six minutes, but I think people know
both of us. I want to try to bang
away at what we've been able to
do in the last four years. I'm
going to run on my record," he
said.
The political speaking is
scheduled to start at 2 p.m.
Meanwhile Hubbard said he
also plans to stick to his message, but would welcome any
additional attention on the
issues in the senate district race.

II See Page 2A
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TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times
BEFORE GOING BACK: Youngsters screamed for joy as they slid clown giant inflatabies during Greater Hope Missionary Baptist Church's Back to Schooi Bash Wednesday attemoon.
Young and not-so-young alike were also given a chance to dump tho pastor in a dunking booth
as well as enjoy a hamburger-hot dog cookout in preparation for beginning classes at Murray
Independent and Calloway County schools soon.

WASHINGTON(AP)—The
House on Wednesday overwhelmingly passed legislation
that for the first time would subject the tobacco industry to regulation by federal health authorities charged with promoting
public well-being.
Its backers call the Family
Smoking
Prevention
and
Tobacco Control Act "landmark" legislatioti. While the bill
appears to have enough support
to pass this year, it's unclear
whether the Senate will have
time to act, and the Bush admin istration issued a veto threat
Wednesday.
The 326-102 House vote signaled solid bipartisan support
for the measure, with 96
Republicans breaking with
President Bush's position to
vote in favor of the bill. Both
presidential candidates, Sens,
John McCain, R-Ariz., and
Barack ()barna, D-111., back the
legislation.
Rep. Henry Waxman, D.
Calif., worked for more than a
decade to get the House to pass
tobacco regulation.
"This is truly a historic dar
in the fight against tobacco,':
VV.:UMW] said. "But it took us
far too long to get here."

•See Page 2A

Accident claims Puryear man Wednesday
Staff Report
A Puryear, Tenn., man died after his
moped struck a guideline wire yesterday.
Richard Wess, Sr., 82, was leaving the
Gasbuster Scooter lot on Poplar Street
around 4 p.m. Wednesday and was attempt-

ing a right turn onto Poplar. According to a
release from the Murray Police Department,
Wess' moped struck the wire, throwing him
off the vehicle.
Calloway County Coroner Mike Garland
said Wess was pronounced dead at Murray-

Calloway County Hospital's emergency
room at 5:30 p.m. He said an autopsy is
scheduled today to determine the exact
cause of death.
MPD Officer Jay Herndon and Capt. Jim
Osborne are investigating.

Stumbo proposes
video gambling at
Ky. horse tracks
FRANKFORT. Ky.(AP) — State Rep. Greg Stumbo is proposing the state allow video gambling terminals at
horse racing tracks throughout Kentucky.
The Prestonsburg Democrat says in a press
release that he's planning to propose the legislation during the 2009 General Assembly as a way
to boost revenue. Gambling proceeds under
Stumbo's bill would help fund education, reduce
taxes on motor vehicles and boats and help the
state's horse industry.
Stumbo is a former state attorney general.
Stumbo
Stumbo's bill also calls for giving oversight of
the gambling machines to the Kentucky Lottery
Corp.
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WATER RESCUE TRAINING: Members of the Murray Fire Department spent Wednesday morning participating in water rescue training exercises at Murray's Central Park swimming pool. Taught by MFD Assistant t-ire Chief and Training Instructor
Mike Sykes, firefighters learned about in-line stabilization and water spine management, backboarding, swift water rescue and
more. MFD firefighters pictured above, from left, are Scott Downey, Ben Mathis and Daniel Spiceland. Grant Hudson is on the
board. Sykes is also the aquatic director for the Murray City Parks.
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PoliceShentfslogs
Murray Police Department
-Criminal mischief was reported at 1700 LoweS Drive Monday.
July 21 at 859 a.m
Road
-A traffic accident with injuries was reported on Clemmons
at 3.57 p.m.
-A theft was reported to the police department at 6:22 p.m
-A burglary was reported at 330 N. 5th St. Tuesday, July 22 at
5:12 a.m.
-A traffic accident with injuries was reported at 315 N. 15th St. at
924 a m
-A fire alarm was reported at 218 S. 11th St. at 9:37 a.m.
-A theft of a bike was reported at 1900 Gatesborough Circle at
3:40 p.m.
-Theft of mail was reported at 1611 Campbell St. at 8:24 p.m.
-A traffic accident with injuries was reported at State Route 121
North and State Route 299 Wednesday, July 23 at 1.10 a.m.
-A stolen vehicle was reported to the police department at 10:29
a.m.
-A traffic accident with injuries was reported on Douglas Road at
10:59 a.m
-A theft was reported to the police department at 1:56 p.m.
-A burglary was reported at Grays Flea Market located on South
Fourth Street at 2:10 p.m.
-A theft from a vehicle was reported at 500 Pine St. at 8:18 p.m.
-A bike was reported stolen to the police department Thursday,
July 24 at 441 p.m.
--A traffic accident with injuries was reported at 16th and
Sycamore Streets at 4:52 p.m.
p.m.
-A bike was reported stolen to the police department at 8:01
-A hit-and-run was reported at 250 Battlefield Dr. at 942 p.m.
GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
-A garbage can was reportedly set on fire at 503 Meadow Lane
SWING YOUR PARTNER: Approximately 60 individuals from across the United States and Canada are visiting Murray State at 10:24 p.m.
University this week for the 56th annual meeting of the Kentucky Dance Institute. The dancers study an assortment of inter- -A theft was reported at J&J Apartments Friday at 6:49 p.m.
national folk music dances, English country dance, square dance and more. KDI Director Stew Shacklette from Brandenburg. -A theft was reported at 210 S. 16th St. at 7:12 p.m.
Ky., said the public is invited to stop by and watch. Tonight with be "Kentucky Night" and Friday night will be "Costume Night." -A burglary was reported at 111 Poplar St. at 9:34 p.m.
Pictured above, Marie Lawlor, center, of Indianapolis, Ind., enjoys one of the Scottish dances.
-Vandalism was reported at 315 Irvan St. at 9:39 p.m.
-A theft was reported at 124 King Richard Dr. Saturday at 2:35
p.m.
-A burglary was reported at 1322 Main St. at 2:55 p.m.
-Vandalism to a vehicle was reported to the police department at
Gov. Steve Beshear as a state senator than the House and the Senate appeared dead- 4:17 p.m.
locked on responding to the nation's energy -A traffic accident with injuries was reported at 10077 State
can the incumbent Republican."
Hubbard said he has attended about 40 problems, according to an Associated Press Route 121 North Sunday at 6:53 p.m.
"I plan on a very positive, six minute
speech for what I hope to accomplish for the Fancy Farm picnics since the early I960s report this morning.
-A burglary was reported at 1617 Main St. at 11:10 p.m.
A bitter partisan rift has reportedly erupt- -Criminal mischief was reported on Tabard Drive; subjects were
first senatorial district as state senator," he and is looking forward to Saturday.
Meanwhile McConnell and Bunning ed over whether to open long-restricted offreportedly papering houses and ringing doorbells Tuesday at
said. "I plan to remind the voters that I can
12:09 a.m.
accomplish more in this administration of remained in Washington Wednesday as both shore waters to oil and gas drilling.
-A theft of a computer was reported at 1306 S. 12th St. at 8:11
a.m.
-Damage to a vehicle was reported at 409 Sunbury Circle at
12:37 p.m.
Murray State University Police
and have more work than they regulate pet food, cosmetics, no major immediate impact on -A theft report was taken at the North Farm Tuesday, July 22 at
cement
to
except
industry,
the
other
many
and
juice
orange
said
knew what to io with."
11:48 a.m. after pipes were reported stolen.
The bill would further tighten Rep. Joe Barton of Texas, the products," said Cass Wheeler. Philip Morris' position as the -Kenneth R. Benjamin, of Fairfield, Ohio was arrested Sunday at
bill's
restrictions on tobacco advertis- top Republican on the House CEO of the American Heart market leader, since the
2:32 and charged with failure to wear a seatbelt, possession of
Commerce Association. "We're regulated advertising restrictions tend to marijuana and driving under the influence.
and
ing and impose new federal Energy
in every other area and unregu- undercut the competition.
penalties for selling to minors. Committee.
Calloway County Sheriff's Department
House Minority Leader John -A burglary was reported on Panfish Drive Friday, July 18 at 9.31
Despite decades of health lated in tobacco products. But
But its most far-reaching provisions would give the Food and warnings and snoking bans in tobacco causes more preventa- Boehner. R-Ohio, who smokes, a.m. OnStar called for a broken window case.
said he didn't need the federal -A motorcycle was reported stolen on Denny Lane at 10:31 a.m
Drug Administration the power most indoor spac.es, about one in ble deaths than anything else."
Philip Morris, however, is government to tell him it was -Criminal trespass was reported on Turkey Lane at 11:01 a.m.
to regulate tobacco, from ciga- five adults still smokes.
related-illnesses, hoping the legislation could lead bad for his health.
-A theft was reported on Lakeview Cabins Drive Saturday, July
rettes to new kinds of smokeless Smoking
"This is a boneheaded idea," 19 at 9:49 a.m.
products.
including cancer and diseases of to a new market in federally cerWhile the agency could not the heart and lungs. claim an tified, reduced-risk tobacco Boehner said. "How much is -A trailer was reported on fire on Pottertown Road at 4:41 p.m.
outlaw tobacco or nicotine, it estimated 440.0(X) lives a year. products. The bill sets up a enough? How much govern- The fire was extinguished.
-A theft of a ceilphone was reported on Ky. 94 East at 5:54 p.m
could demand the reduction or more than 10 times the number process for the FDA to scientifi- ment do we need?"
But some supporters said the - Vandalism was reported on Scenic Acres Dnve at 11.59 p.m.
manufacturer
assess
cally
elimination ot cancer-causing who die in traffic accidents.
fence
The bill represents a compro- claims that certain cigarettes are bill was more about protecting The caller reported someone had kicked a neighbor's
chemicals in cigarette smoke.
children than adults. Rep. Tom down and damaged his property.
The bill would prohibit candy mise between major tobacco less risky.
basement
The legislation appears to set Davis, R-Va., said tobacco use -A fire was reported on New Providence Road in a
flavored cigars and cigarettes. control groups and Philip
Sunday, July 20 at 3:55 p.m.
with
synonymous
become
has
Not
claims.
such
to
bar
high
a
largest
authornation's
FDA
Morris USA,the
and would give the
-An arrest was made on Broad Street at 11:18 p.m. during a trafity to ban menthol — by far the tobacco company. The maker of only must a reduced-risk prod- rugged independence and a refu- fic stop. The arrest was related to possession of marijuana.
he
that
traits
authority,
most commonly added flavor- Marlboro cigarettes broke with uct "significantly" reduce harm tation of
-A fire was reported on State Route 94 East Monday, July 21 at
most of its peers in the industry to tobacco users, but it also must said many teens desire.
ing.
1:24 a.m.
marketing
the
part,
large
"In
entire
the
of
health"
the
"benefit
Other
legislation.
say
the
bill
the
support
of
to
Opponents
-A theft was reported on Elm Grove Road at 7:46 a.m.
manufacturtobacco
by
tactics
cigarette
risky
less
A
population.
having a public health agency big companies. including R.J.
-Afire was reported on State Route 94 East at 12:40 p.m.
regulate tobacco would send the Reynolds — the maker of that enticed nonsmokers to light ers fanned the flames of youth- -A theft was reported on Coy Lane at 1:21 p.m.
ful angst," Davis said.
wrong message. Besides, they Camel cigarettes — remain up might not meet that test.
-A traffic accident with injuries was reported on State Route 121
A potentially thorny issue as
Nonetheless. Philip Morris
argue that the agency is over- fiercely opposed.
South Wednesday. July 23 at 7:53 a.m.
will
Senate
the
to
heads
bill
the
new
a
in
heavily
invested
has
supPublic health advocates
whelmed dealing with food and
-A traffic accident with injuries was reported on Douglas Road at
a
menthol,
of
treatment
its
be
less
develop
drug safety problems, and does- porting the bill say regulation research center to
11 a.m.
n't need complicated new will slowly but surely put pres- harmful tobacco products. "Our highly popular flavoring with -A theft was reported on Carl Crisp Road Friday at 1:4 p.m. The
sure on the industry, reducing reduced harm research is a big black smokers. The National caller reported a stolen Yamaha Rhino and tools from a farm
responsfoilities.
"In short, what we don't need the overall number of smokers focus for the company." African American Tobacco shop.
Prevention Network has with- -Vandalism was reported on rvan Street at 9:28 p.m. Subjects
is creating at the FDA a new and the harm that is caused by spokesman Bill Phelps said.
Wall Street market analysts drawn its support for the bill, reportedly threw scrambled eggs on a van and ran away.
draconian bureaucracy, since tobacco use.
"When you think about it, we predict the legislation will have saying an outright ban on men- -A house fire was reported Saturday at 2:57 a.m. on Oakcrest
they're already overburdened
thol is needed to protect the Drive.
health of black communities. -The theft of 30 hens and one goat was reported Sunday at
But with menthol brands 10:57 a.m. on Downing Road.
accounting for more than one- -A rekindle fire was reported on Shoemaker Road Monday at
quarter of cigarettes, Philip 10:55 a.m.
WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 27, 2008 AT 10:00 A.M.
Morris' support for the legisla- -A theft was reported on Hollyhock Drive at 10:47 p.m.
AT 1711 COLLEGE FARM ROAD, MURRAY, KY 42071
McCracken County Sheriff's Department
tion could be in question if the
-Kary L. Fox, 23, of Murray was transported to Western Baptist
THE BELOW DESCRIBED PROPERTY OF HOUSE AND LOT
Senate bans the flavoring.
The bill calls for an FDA Hospital after being involved in two-vehicle accident on US 45.
1711 COLLEGE FARM ROAD, MURRAY, KY 42071
advisory committee to issue rec- Fox was the passenger in a mini-van driven by Kacy L. Morgan.
to police, Morgan saw a Ford
ommendations on methanol in 22, of Farmington. According
Taurus pull into her path and she tried to swerve. The Taurus,
cigarettes within one year of its
driven by Andrew T. Durbin. 16, of Paducah, had stopped at a
establishment and requires the stop sign at the intersection of US 45 and proceeded through it
agency to publish an action plan and hit the mini-van in the side. Morgan and Fox were treated at
for restricting the promotion of Western Baptist. Durbin was not injured.
methanol and other types of cigof
— Information is obtained from reports,
This is a bock house with 1485 square teel of Hying area located in a quiet neighborhood off State Route 121 South in the City
arettes to youth.
citations and logs from various agencies.
Murray it is composed of a Irving room kitchenidining room three bedrooms and one bath with a one car attached garage This would

•Winters, Hubbard ...
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GOVERNMENT FORECLOSURE SALE

be an excellent buy for a family residence or an investor interested in rental property or for resale atter repairs
'The minimum acceptable bid for this property is S30.161 00
The house will be open for inspection from 9 30 to 1000 a.m Wednesday. August 27. 2008

Kopperud Realty's
612.01 gtouzis — SatuAday, auguAi 2 • 10 a.m.-12 p.m.

1

Payment of the current year's property taxes are the responsibibty of the purchaser
Clear trfie to this property is not warranted The U S Marshals Deeds not a general warranty deed Buyers are advised to haVe the
property's bile examined Written notification regarding encumbrances on the properiy must be made to the Paducah Rural Development Office within 30 days of the date of sale

LEGAL Noilek
Notice is hereby given thal on Wednesday. August 27, 2008. at 10 00 a m at 1111 College Farm Road, Murray, KY 42071, in order to
raise the surn of 869,136 64 principal together with interest credit subsidy granted in the amount of $27 275 04 plus interest in the
amount of $3.547 26as of January 24. 2008 and interest thereafter on the principal at $12 7854 from January 24. 2008 until the date
of Judgment plus interest on the Judgment amount ionnapal plus interest to the date of Judgment) at the rate of 2 14%. computed
Sale. being Civil
daily arid compounded annually, until paid in full and for the costs of this action pursuant to Judgment and Order of
Action No 5 08CV-42-R on the Paducah Docket of the United States District Court for the Western District of Kentucky, entered on
be sold to the
June 9. 2008 in the case of Unrted States of America vs Robert G Saucier. ET AL, the following described property will
highest and best bidder
from
House and lot at 1711 College Farm Road, Calloway County Murray. KY 42071 Being the same property conveyed by deed
as recorded
Jimmy Michael Jones and wife Kimberly Michelle Jones to Robert Saucier arid wife, Sandy Saucier dated June 14, 1996
in Book 230. Page 457 in the Calloway County Cleric's Office
TERMS OF SALE Ten percent 110%)of the Did price (in the form of a Certified Check made payable to the US Marshal) on the clay
due and payable
of the sale rot good and sufficient bond for the balance beannq interest at the rate of 2 14% per annum until paid
and retained
in 45 days and said bond having the effect of a Judgment Upon a default by the Purchaser the deposit shall be forfeited
by the
by the U S Marshal as a part of the Proceeds of the sale, and the property shall again be offered for sale subtect to confirmation
Court
of the defendantisi and
This sale shall be in bar and foreclosure of all right, title, interest estate claim demand or equity of redemption
of the appraised value If
of all persons claiming by. through, under or against them, provided the purchase price is equal to two-thirds
favor of the defendant Is)
the purchase price is not equal to two-thirds of the appraised value. the Deed shall contain in a hen in
is
tetiebbng the right of the aetendantisi to redeem during the period provided by law IKRS 426 530) Under law the purchaser
deemed to be on notice of all matters affecting the property of record in the local County Clerk's Office
Mary Ann Smith, Rural Development Manager
Inquiries should be directed to
RURAL DEVELOPMENT
Paducah Kentucky - Teiephone 270-554-7265 eat 101

1353 & 1355 Palmer Drive - NNATERFRONT TOWN HOMES
Directions: From Murray go through Aurora on Highway 68, going North_ Go over Jonathan Creek.
See Marvel Golf Course sign and make a right onto Cross Road. Make a left into golf course and go all the
way to the end of the street. Town homes are on the left.
One of two gorgeous waterfront town homes available on an Arnold Palmer designed 18 hole golf course and
located in Marvel Estates on Kentucky Lake. Water view from three sides. Dock with approval. marble Jacurzi
tub, unfinished bonus room. crown molding, and a large master bedroom and bath Call for derail,
MLS#36055 & MLS C6069 $279,900 & $269,900.

711 Main St.
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Bush declares progress in Iraq war

Obituaries
Betty Hargis

Y.

Betty Hargis. Is I. Murray. died today. Thursday. July 31. 2008. at
12:55 a.m. at Spnng Creek Health Care. She was born June 13,
1948. Imes-Miller Funeral Home is charge of arrangements.

Robert Earl Randolph
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Robert Earl Randolph, 62. Clarksville, Tenn., died Wednesday.
July 30. 2008, at his home.
An Army veteran, he retired from Colonial Bread
.. Company and was a member of First Baptist Church
and Lodge #761 of Free and Accepted Masons. Born
June 17. 1946, in Trigg County.. Ky... he was the son
of the late Robert Ewing Randolph and Lurlene
Wyatt Randolph.
Survivors include his wife, Shirley Givens Randolph; one son,
Robert Ryan Randolph and wife. Paige. Richmond, Va.; one daughter, Robin Randolph Perry. Clarksville; three grandchildren. Mason,
Rylie and Ryder; two brothers, William Douglas Randolph.
Fairview. Ky.,and John Wayne Randolph, Murray, KY.; four sisters.
Joyce Underhill, Barbara Hinton and Nina Hathcock. all of Murray,
and Mary Quackenbush, Camden, Tenn.
The funeral will be Saturday at 11 a.m, in the chapel of
McReynolds Nave & Larson Funeral Home, 1209 Madison S..
Clarksville, Tenn. Dr. Roger Freeman will officiate. Pallbearers will
he Delma Atkins, Charlie Black, Joe Seay. Billy Hardin, Teddy
Peacher and Gary Wallace. Burial will be in the Resthaven
Memonal Gardens with military honors.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 4 to 8 p.m. Friday and
after 9 a.m. on Saturday. Online condolences may be made at
www.navefuneralhomes.com. Expressions of sympathy may be
made to Vanderbilt Cancer Center. 1161 22nd Ave. S #1903.
Nashville. TN 3732.
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Mrs. Mattie Hyde
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Mrs. Mame Hyde, 88, Reidland, formerly of Princeton, died
Wednesday. July 30, 2008 at 4:55 a.m. at Western Baptist Hospital.
Paducah. Her death followed a long illness. She was a member of
Kuttawa United Methodist Church.
Preceding het in death were her husband, Logan Hyde who died
in 1994: infant daughter, Linda Sue Hyde; one brother, Hoban
Williamson: and three sisters. Louise Vaughn. Martha Driver and
Leola Rose. Born Jan. 5, 1920, in Caldwell County. she was the
daughter of the late Brasher Alonzo Williamson and Lela Alta Jones.
Survivors include one son, Larry Hyde and wife, Margarita.
Reidland: one daughter, Ruth Ann Outland, Murray; three grandchildren, Francie Ray and husband. Michael, Shenda Gentry and
husband. Jeff, and Lori Banister and husband. Shane; four greatgrandsons. Chip Ray and wife, Leslie, Clint Gentry, Devan Oliver
and Brycen Banister.
The funeral will be Saturday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Morgan's
Funeral Home, 301 West Washington St.. Princeton. Chaplain Todd
Hawkins will officiate. Burial will follow in the Hickory Grove
Cemetery in Old Eddyville. Visitation will be at the funeral home
from 5 to 8 p.m. Friday.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Lourdes Hospice, 2855
Jackson St.. Suite 5, Paducah, KY 42003.

Mrs. Nellie Dotson
The funeral for Mrs. Nellie Dotson will be Friday at 7 p.m. in the
chapel of Imes-Miller Funeral Home. Rev. Kerry Lambert will officiate. Burial will follow in the Elm Lawn Cemetery. Elm Lawn. III.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 6 to 7 p.m. Friday. Online
condolences may be made at www.imesmillercom. Expressions of
sympathy may be made to Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Hospice, 803 South 8th St., Murray, KY 42071.
Mrs. Dotson, 92, Murray, died Tuesday. July 29, 2008, at 10:20
p.m. at Spnng Creek Health Care. She retired as candymaker for
Brach Candy Corp. and moved to Murray in 1995 from Chicago. III.
She was of Church of God faith.
Preceding her in death were her first husband. Stewart Dotson;
her second husband. Ray Daugherty; three sons, Berlin Dotson,
Freddie Dotson and Darrell Daugherty; one daughter, Polly
Bloomstrand: one granddaughter, Judy White: one great-grandson,
Kenny Darrell White. Born Aug. 16, 1915. in Woodman, Ky., she
was the daughter of the late John (Bud) Hurley and Polly Smith
Hurley. Survivors include one daughter, Susie Dotson. Murray;
three sons. Jack Daugherty and wife, Denise. Elkhorn, Wis., James
Glenn Dotson, Murray, and Eugene Dotson and wife, Lena, Phelps.
Ky.; several grandchildren. great-grandchildren. nieces and
nephews.

WASHINGTON (AP)
President
declared
Bush
progress in the Iraq war this
morning, saying terrorists "are
on the run" and a generally
improved security environment
should permit further U.S. troop
reductions.
Standing on the Colonnade
outside the Oval Office of the
White House. Bush also
announced that effective today,
the duration of troop tours in
Iraq will be cut from 15 months
to 12 months.
Bush said this reduction "will
relieve the burden on our forces
and it will make life easier for
our wonderful military families."
The president's updated
report on Iraq came with the war
in its sixth year and violence on
substantially
ground
the
decreased in recent weeks and as
the conflict remains a key issue
in the presidential campaign.
Republican nominee in waiting
Sen. John McCain has repeatedpresumed
accused
ly
standardbearer
Democratic
Barack Obama .of planning a
reckless withdrawal.(Thaw has
countered that the United States
never should have gone to war
there in the first place.
Bush said that commanding
Gen. David Petraeus and U.S.
Ambassador Ryan Crocker,
however, "caution that the
progress is still reversible, and
they report that there now
appears to be a degree of durability to the gains that we have
made."
"We are now in our third consecutive month with reduced
violence levels holding steady,"
Bush said.
Looking ahead to the next
recommendation on troop levels
from U.S. military leaders. Bush
said he expects "further reductions in our combat forces. as

AP
President Bush walks down the stairs from Marine One upon his arnval at Andrews Air Force
Base in Maryland this morning prior to leaving for West Virginia.
conditions permit."
"The progress in Iraq has
allowed us to continue our policy of return on success,- he said.
-We have now brought home all
five of the combat brigades and
the three Marine units that were
sent to Iraq as part of the surge.
The last of these surge brigades
returned home this month."
Some 147,0(10 troops rzmain
on the ground in Iraq.
Bush said the United States
and Iraq also .; pressing forward with talks an an agreement
that would set the terms for any

WASHINGTON - The U.S.
House of Representatives overwhelmingly approved legislation Wednesday, shaped by U.S.
Rep. Ed Whitfield. R-Ky.,
which sets unprecedented safety
standards for children's toys in

the United States and reforms
the commission charged with
keeping the public safe from
potentially harmful or hazardous products.
"Over the past few months,
lawmakers on both sides of the

Rev. William (Bill) Cox
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have
aisle
come together
in the spirit of
compromise to
craft legislawhich
tion
will set landsafety
mark
standards to
the
ensure
and
health
WhitfiNd
well-being of
our nation's most vulnerable,"
Whitfield said. "I am pleased
that I have been able to lend a
voice to this discussion and look
forward to seeing the President
sign this important measure into
law."
The House approved the conference report, a revised version
if House and Senate legislation,
for the Consumer Product
Safety Modernization Act.
Whitfield served as one of only
15 lawmakers on this exclusive
conference committee, which
worked together to reconcile the
bill passed by the House of
Representatives last December
and the version passed by the
Senate in March.
The final version of this consumer safety legislation voted
on today will set the toughest
lead standard in the world for

children's projects and require
the Consumer Product 'Safety
Commission (CPSC) to lower
allowable lead to only trace •
amounts, and then task them to
revise this standard downward if
it is technologically possible.
The bill also requires mandatory
third party testing for children's'
products to ensure compliance.
with CPSC regulations and standards.
In addition, the conference
report increases penalties foe
"bad actors," those who violate
current consumer product laws,'
and increases standards on man:
ufacturers for corrective action'
plans in the event of a hazardous.'
.
product threat. The conference'
report also gives consumers
access to a new database of
complaints or accident reports
for goods.
To strengthen the CPSC, the
legislation increases the funding
authorization levels for the
Commission significantly in the
next year and then by approxi-1
mately seven percent for each of
the next four years. These new
resources will allow the
Commission to hire additional'
staff and update their laboratory.
to help them do their job more •
effectively.
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AP
CRANE FALLS: A toppled mobile crane, the base for which
rests almost upside down on a man-made support in the
Colorado River, is shown after an accident Wednesday in
Smithville Texas. Workers were attempting to remove parts of
the old bridge shown in the center.
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the terrorists remain dangerous
and they are determined to strike:
our country and our allies
again."
The White House had hoped
that it would have completed by
todikv the long-term agreement
with al-Maliki•s government.
But negotiations with Baghdad
have been difficult and have
spawned many disputes. includ-;
ing the question of setting time-lines for troop withdrawals. The,
best hope now seems to be only
a stopgap agreement by the end
of the year.

Whitfield effort on toy safety approved by House

Paid Obituary
The funeral for Rev. William (Bill) Cox was today (Thursday) at
11 a.m. in the chapel of Churchill-Imes Family Funeral Home. Rev
Donald Goodwin and Bro. Ricky Cunningham officiated.
Pallbearers were Gerald McCallon,Tim Leonard. Jerry Jones, Kevin
Jones. Thomas Clendenon and Jim Tipton. Burial was in the Salem
Cemetery, Lynn Grove community.
Online condolences may be made to www.imesmillercom
Expressions of sympathy tnay be made to Relay for Life. do Pat
Latimer, P.O. Box 1080, Murray, KY 42071.
Rev. Cox. 82, Lynn Grove community, died Monday. July 28.
2008, at 11:45 a.m. at Paducah Rehab & Nursing Center, Paducah.
He was of Pentecostal faith and a member and former minister at
Calvary Temple. He received his doctorate in theology from
Southern California School of Divinity and was a graduate of St.
Louis School of Divinity. He was a former bishop at Pentecostal
C'hurch of God in Joplin, Mo., and a minister with the Pentecostal
Church of God for 55 years.
Preceding hint in death were his wife. Frieda N. Jones Cox: four
brothers. Pete, Hershel. Phiz and Court; five sisters, Wanda, Clover.
Audrey. Francis and Eula. Born Oct. 12, 1925. in Jersey County, Ill..
he was the son of the late Willie Fontaine Cox and Maude May
White Cox.
Survivors include two sons. Kenneth M. Cox and wife, Christine,
Monroe City, Ind., and Timothy(IR.)Cox and wife. Linda. Hardin:
one brother. Dean Cox, Illinois; one sister. Linda Shacky,
Jerseyville, Ill.; five grandchildren; 10 great-grandchildren.

future U.S. presence and noted
that Prime Minister Nouni alMaliki recently had a productive
visit with other foreign leaders.
"We are also making
progress in the discussion with
Prime Minister Maliki's government on a strategic framework
agreement. This agreement will
serve as the foundation for
America's presence in Iraq once
the U.N. resolution authorizing
the multinational forces expires
on Dec. 31," the president said.
"We remain a nation at war. AlQaida is on the run in Iraq. but
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The Price is
(Not) Right
Most inhumanities start small, like the beginning of a
tsunami, but then build, as they head toward inevitable and
unstoppable destruction.
It is difficult to pinpoint the precise beginning of the cultural tsunami that has devalued human life. Did it begin
with the subjugation of women? Did it begin with slavery?
The Nazis made their contribution with the
Holocaust and Josef Mengele's hideous
human experiments. Surely unrestricted
abortion added to the growing list of inhumanities.
Now we have the next wave. Randy
Stroup is a 53-year-old Oregon man who
has prostrate cancer, but no insurance to
cover his medical treatment. The state pays
for treatment in some cases. but it has
denied help to Stroup. State officials have
Cal's
determined that chemotherapy would be too
Thoughts expensive and so they have offered him an
By Cal Thomas alternative: death.
Syndicated
Oregon's physician-assisted suicide law
Columnist
allows taxpayers to pay for someone to
kill Stroup, because it's cheaper than trying
to heal him. How twisted is this? Some have called this a
"chilling corruption of medical ethics, but medical ethics
have been in the deep freeze for some time. The American
Medical Association, which once strongly opposed abortion.
now buys into the "choice" argument despite Hippocrates'
admonition that physicians make a habit of two things -"to help. or at least to do no harm."
How much is a human life worth? Body parts and bone
marrow can fetch some pretty high prices. but a human life
is more than the sum of its body parts. The reason this is
important is that the federal government is now placing a
pnce tag on individual lives and if government ever gets to
run health care from Washington, bureaucrats will start making decisions similar to the one made for Randy Stroup.
Various government agencies contribute estimates for a
concept known as the "Value of Statistical Life." Like housing prices, the value of life has gone down in the eyes of
the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). The EPA says
human' life this year is worth $7.22 million. That's a drop
from its previous estimate of $8.04 million. The Department
of Transportation calculates the value of human life at $5.8
million, an increase from $.3 million. At the Consumer Product Safety Commission. human life is unchanged from the
last estimate of $5 million.
According to The Washington Post, several federal agencies have come up with figures for the dollar value of a
human life to analyze the costs and benefits of new programs they believe will save lives.
Saving lives is the announced intention, but if government
gains the power to determine when a life is no longer
"worth" saving and orders the plug to be pulled or the death
pill to be administered, then what? This is the future of the
socialized medicine that Hillary Clinton, Barack Obama and
the Democratic Party wish to impose on us.
In a culture that values all life, difficult decisions can be
made about a life that is at an end and should be allowed
to "go." That is a far cry from having a government bureaucrat or panel of "experts" play God and decide, based on
cost alone, when your or my life no longer has value in the
eyes of the state.
How we view and value ourselves affects how we view
and value others. If we are mere evolutionary accidents with
no moral value greater than cole slaw, then we quickly
begin viewing others as part of the vegetable family. But if
we are something far more special. even to the point of
having a Creator who has "endowed" us with value beyond
that of gold, silver and paper money. then should we not be
treated as such, even by the state?
The Randy Stroup case won't be the last of its kind. Just
as. Jack Kevorkian's illegal assisted suicide preceded its legalization in Oregon. so. too, will Randy Stroup be the test
case in what amounts to mandated medical euthanasia
ordered by the state.
When pro-lifers warned about the "slippery slope" more
than three decades ago, they were dismissed as alarmists.
Not anymore. Their prophecy is now being fulfilled.
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OUR READERS WRITE
To the Editor.
Barack Obama is perceived by many as a -moderate" contender for the
office of President of the
United States. The following
information came from Truth
or Fiction - Amanda B. Carpenter. Let's take a look at
just a small sampling of his
voting record:
• Crime — He voted
"no" to require prisoners to
pay court costs for frivolous
lawsuits against the state.
le Child Protection — He
voted "present" (non-committed) to restrict the location
of buildings with "Adult"
uses (pornographic video
stores, strip clubs. etc.) within 1,000 feet of any public
or private, elementary' or secondary' school, public park.
place of worship, preschool.
day-care facility, mobile park
or residential area.
He also voted "no- to
require school boards to
install software on public
computers accessible to
minors to block sexually
explicit material.
• Drugs — He voted
"yes" to allow the purchase
of 10 hypodermic needles
from a pharmacy without a
prescription.
He voted "present" again
on a bill which would establish a zero-tolerance drugtesting policy for Department
of Corrections employees.
He voted "no" to prohibit
the barbaric practice of partial-birth abortion unless necessary' to save the life of the
mother and would make performance of the procedure a
Class 4 felony for the physician.
He voted "no" to a bill
which is part of the born
alive infant protection package, creating a cause of
action if a child is born
alive after an abortion and
the child is then neglected
through failure to provide
care after birth. Even Sens.
Clinton and Kennedy voted

"yes" on this one.
I ask you — fellow West
Kentuckians — does this
record sound like a "moderate" politician? I think not!
Melva Cooper
Murray

I would welcome a home
with several individuals who
were as quiet, considerate
and kind as most developmentally-delayed individuals
are, next door to me!
I am really disappointed
that the zoning board is so
uninformed. I thought Murray
was a much more progressive town.
Genie May
Murray
(Editor's Note: The
neighborhood in question is
zoned R-2 for single-family
residents.)

To the Editor,
As I was reading the
newspaper (July 17), I was
amazed to see an article
about the zoning board denying a conditional use permit
for two developmentally-challenged individuals.
I would like to point out
that since this permit was
To the Editor,
denied, I would expect the
Barack Obama is half
Murray Police Department to
right and half wrong. John
go door-to-door in this
McCain is all wrong on the
neighborhood to check all
war in Iraq and Afghanistan.
couples' marriage licenses.
We need to get oyt o11901_
After all we, as fine,
places immediately. Now!
upstanding citizen, would not
The American people are
want a man and a woman
being misled again by the
who are not legally married
bugaboo of terrible things
or otherwise related to
happening if we bring our
cohabitate.
troops home now, just as the
The two gentlemen quoted
nation was misled about
in the paper need to look at
WMD and the Hitler image
all their neighbors with susof Saddam as the scare tacpicion. Maybe they need to
tic that got us into the war.
check and see what brands
We know now that it was a
they buy or what political
lie, but seem gullible enough
party their neighbors belong
to swallow another lie.
to.
The people in both Iraq
I have lived in several
and Afghanistan are capable
states and fought to allow
of ruling themselves. The
developmentally-challenged
terror and violence there are
individuals to live in neighdue to our presence there.
borhoods with families.
America has become the terNever in the 36 years that I
ror and the violence force in
have been involved with
the Middle East. The only
handicapped individuals have
sane thing to do now is get
they ever caused any probout and develop our own
lems for their neighbors. I
have even heard people. after sources of energy.
Come on, Barack and
handicapped individuals had
John, stop quibbling over
lived in their neighborhoods
"the surge" and bring the
for awhile, that they were
troops home to fight fires in
glad they were there.
California, build dikes
Most developmentallyagainst flooding rivers in the
delayed people do not drink,
heartland of the nation, and
have loud parties or cause
any disturbance. They do not repair the cyclone damage in
Kansas. New Orleans and
speed through the neighborthe Gulf Coast can still use
hood endangering children's
a little help too.
lives. They don't park cars
George can't do it now.
along the road and impede
He's crippled by his own
traffic.

wars.
Henry A Buchanan
Murray
To the Editor,
Much can be learned
about a nation and its government by the laws which
it enacts. We are all keenly
aware of the storm of controversy over the issue of
the taking of a life in the
womb of the mother, commonly called abortion. Some
have attempted to "soften"
that term by calling it "prochoice" or "induced termination of pregnancy." In reality.
it is the murder of the
unborn, sanctioned by the
highest court in the land, the
Supreme Court of the United
States.
I recall a few years ago.
there was the story in our
county paper about some citizens raising a great emotional cry about the euthana-.
sia of animals in a local
animal shelter. But I do not
hear the same cry of outrage
at the murder of countless
unborn babies! It must not '
escape our notice that this
abhorrent, pagan and heathen
practice has the blessings of
our Courts and is one of the
defining positions of Presidential Candidate Barack
Hussein Obama.
This man voted three
times against the "Born
Alive Infants Protection" law,
and in 2007, voted against
the ban on partial birth abortion. The National Abortion
Right League rates Mr.
Obama at 100 percent! What
an abomination -- or might,
we say, an Obama-Nation ?
Surely America is not so
foolish as to place this man.
in the high office of President. What a sad coinmentary on our nation that
would be!
Bob .1 Henson
Benton, Ky.
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COMMUNITY
Ash Street Learning Center
plans classes in August

)11

lo's
Datebook
By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

Ash Street Learning Center at 203 Ash
St., Murray, has scheduled special classes
for the month of August.
Basic Computer Skills will be every
Wednesday from 1 to 3 p.m. Internet Basics
will be every Tuesday from 1 to 3 p.m.
E-mail and Online Communications will
be every Thursday from 1 to 3 p.m. All
classes will be given by Mitchell Brown
and there is no charge.
To sign up for these classes call 7535000, ext. 310.

Center for Health & Wellness hosting
educational events during August

New Beginnings will meet

New Beginnings Jail/Pnson Support Group
will meet Saturday at 6:30 p.m. for a potluck
meal and fellowship at Westside Baptist Church. Speakers will
be Jennifer Lynn and Bill Burnett who will speak on "The
Integrity of the Believer," with focus on sexual issues. After
a short discussion time, they will divide the women and men
into individual groups for continued discussion. The public is
invited. For a ride call 753-0156.

Turner reception today
Janeann Turner who is retiring after 21 years of service to
the children of Calloway County is being honored with a
reception today until 2 p.m. at the Calloway County Court
Clerk's office. Special recognition will begin at 12:30 p.m.

Gospel Singing Saturday

nan
Tay

fount ictiatimiatintruyiliernmier

A community gospel singing will be Saturday at 6 p.m. at
Lynn Grove United Methodist Church. A potluck will be served
following the singing. The public is invited. For information
call 435-4487.

The Center for Health &
Wellness will be offering educational events during the
month of August to members,
County
Murray-Calloway
employees, as well as the general community.
Moments
Miracle
The
Maternity Center will offer Prepared Childbirth Classes at the
Center classroom on Mondays.
August 4, II and 18 from 6:30
to 8:30 p.m. Pre-registration is
required for all the classes.
For inure information, to preregister for any of the classes, or to arrange for a personalized tour of the Miracle
Moments Maternity Unit. call
Elizabeth Khadem at 762-1940.
The Cooper Clayton Smoking Cessation program begins
Tuesday, Aug. 5 from 5:30 to
6:30 p.m. in the Center classroom and runs for 13 consecutive Tuesdays. The program
encourages the use of nicotine
replacement therapy and provides weekly educational sessions in a support environment. In order to have the
class, there must be five people pre-registered. To register,

or for more information, call
2762-1348.
The American Cancer Soci"Look
offer
will
ety
Good...Feel Better" at the Center Conference Room on Monday. Aug. 11 from 5:30 to 8
p.m. The class is a free, nonmedical, brand-neutral public
service program to help women
appearance-related
offset
changes from cancer treatments.
For more information, call
Angie Hutchings at 435-4455
or 435-4614.
The new LAP-BAND® Support Group will meet Tuesday,
Aug. 12 from 5:30 to 6:30
p.m. in the Center classroom.
For more information, contact
Amanda Dunn at Bariatric Solutions at 762-1547.
The Center for Diabetes will
hold Diabetes Self-Management
Classes in the Center classroom Wednesday, Aug. 13 and
Thursday. Aug. 14 from 8 a.m.
to 4:30 p.m. Morning classes will also be offered Aug.
21, 25, 26, 27 and 28 from 8
to 10 a.m. These classes help
create awareness on the latest
diabetic treatments and self-

management techniques available. For more information, or
to sign up for the classes, call
762-1806 or 1-800-822-1840.
ext. 1806.
Come for a LAP-BAND®
Educational Seminar in the Center gym on Thursday. Aug. 14
from 6 to 7 p.m. If you're
at least 18 years old and are
overweight with a Body Mass
Index greater than 35. the LAPBAND® System may be right
for you. Join Dr. Brian Swain
and learn more about this new
procedure offered at MurrayCalloway County Hospital. To
reserve your spot. contact
Bariatnc Solutions at 762-1547.
The Center will be offering Free Monthly Screenings
on Tuesday. Aug. 19 from 8
a.m. to noon and I to 3 p.m.
for osteoporosis, vision, glaucoma and blood pressure. To
make an appointment, or for
more information, call the Center at 162-1348.
The Stroke/Head Injury Support Group will meet on Thursday. Aug. 21 from 5:30 to 6:30
p.m. in the Center classroom.
For more information, contact

Cheryl Crouch at 762-1557
The Breast Cancer Support
Group will meet on Tuesday.
Aug. 26 from 6:30 to 7:30
p.m. in the Center Conference
Room. For more information,'
contact Evelyn Wallis at 4892462 or Angie Hutchings at435-4614.
Join MCCH in its commitment to a healthier environment.
A free, educational seminar,
Community Commit to Quit,
will be held on Tuesday. Aug.
26 from 4 to 5:30 p.m. in the
Center classroom. Free carbon
monoxide screenings will be
provided by the Kentucky Cancer Program. in conjunction
function
pulmonary
with
screenings provided by MCCH.
Dr. Kanchan Koirala, Pulmonologist at Murray Medical
Associates, will speak about
the effects of tobacco use on
MCCH is moving
health.
towards a Tobacco Free campus on Jan. 1. 2009. For more
information, call 762-1348.
For more information on programs or free screenings at the
Center for Health & Wellness.
call 762-1348.

Special reunion on Saturday

Farm Bureau
will sponsor
competitions

Cherry Corner/New Hope Reunion will be Saturday from
5:30 to 8 p.m. at Holmes Family Pestaurant. Ky. 121 North,
Murray. All residents and former residents of the area are
urged to attend. For information call Paulette Farris Irvan at
705-0490 or James Ed Farris at 703-2455.
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Exhibit at Art Guild
"Whimsical Sculptures" by Kenneth E. Tyler, area artist.
will be on display at the Murray Art Guild's Gallery, 500
North 4th St., Murray. A community reception will be Friday
from 6 to 8 p.m. Tyler's work, influenced by movies and
nature, is colorful and detailed, will be up through the month
of August. The guild is open Tuesday. Wednesday and Friday
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m., Thursday from noon to 3 p.m. or by
appointment at 753-4059.

Special concert on Saturday
o.
c it-

The Pfeifers, nationally known gospel singing group, will
be featured at the concert on Saturday at 5:30 p.m. at the
Reed Conder gymnasium, 816 High School Rd., Benton.

Shrine Bingo Friday

lot
rage

Murray Shrine Club Bingo will be each Friday at 6:30 p.m.
at the club building on Ky. 121 North, Murray.

Downtown Market Saturday
hen
of
the

Celebrating Kentucky Farmers' Market Week. Murray's Downtown Saturday Market will feature "the bounty of the county"
and also the Ken-Tenn Iris Society will have its iris Rhizome
bulbs available. This is sponsored each week by Murray Main
Street and is a member of the Kentucky Proud program.

MHS Boys Soccer plans promotion
law,
St
bonan
/hat
Light
?

Muray High School Boys Soccer Team will have a car
wash at Global Mortgage Link on North 12th Street on Saturday from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m.

Laker Band will give preview show
The Calloway County Laker
its upcoming 2008 Laker Band
p.m. The show performance will
CCMS. The public is invited to
support the Laker Band.

Band will have a preview of
Field Show on Friday at 5:15
be on the practice field behind
come and enjoy the show and

Photo provided

Members of Four States Quartet are, from left, Chuck Kirk, Howard Darden, James V.
Edwards and Bob (Montana) Irvine who will be featured at Glory Bound on Friday.

Four States Quartet featured at
Goshen UMC for Glory Bound
The Four States Quartet,
apptly named, will be featured
at the Glory Bound Entertainment Ministry at Goshen United Methodist Church. 4726 Ky.
121 North at Stella community, on Friday from 7 to 9 p.m.
The group is composed of
Chuck Kirk of Germantown.
Ohio, tenor, Howard Darden.

Bracey, Va.. lead, James V.
Edwards, Murray. baritone and
piano, and Bob Montana Irvin,
Rapid City. S.D., bass.
The men all met while wintering in Arcadia, Fla. They
all sung in the church choir
at the resort and found they
had the four voice parts. They
did several concerts in the
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Emmanuel plans VBS

Emmanuel Baptist Church. 1614 Hwy. 121 North, Murray,
will have Vacation Bible School tonight and Friday from 6 to
8:15 p.m. and Saturday from 9 to 1:30 a.m. at the church.
Anyone needing a ride call 753-3292 and if no answer leave
a message.

Soccer registration today

Murray-Calloway County Soccer Association will have final
registration today from 5 to 8 p.m. at the Calloway County
Public Library. Online registration is available through Aug. 3
at www.beecreek.org. A $25 late fee will apply for all registrations received after Aug. 3. For more information call Andrew
Gullixson. 227-1518, Gwenda Wilhelm, 759-1765 or Sally
Bouley, 293-6244.

Gird-Iron Girls plan promotionCounty

High
The newly formed" Grid-Iron Girls of Calloway
School will have a car wash on Saturday starting at 9 a.m.
at Taco Johns. Proceeds will help buy them purchase T-shirts,
sweatshirts and materials for the group.

Clothing drive is this week

A Hispanic Ministry Clothing Drive is being held this week
by the Blood River Baptist Association Men's summer shirts
and pants may be taken to the association office at Hardin or
the Baptist Campus Ministry, located at the corner of Waldrop
Drive and Chestnut Street, Murray. Work clothes are needed
most. Also needed are canned drinks and snack cakes. For
more information call 437-4203.

CCH reception
planned Tuesday
A reception in honor of the
new Calloway County High
School Administration team of
Brian Wilmurth. principal.
Heath Wall, assistant principal. and Josh McKee'. athletic director, will be Tuesday.
Aug. 5, from 5:30 to 6:30 p.m.
in the high school cafeteria.
The public is invited to attend.
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Arcadia area and were well
received.
Items for Need Line will
be taken at the concert on Friday.
For more information call
Joe Lawrence at 753-5643,
Renee Taylor at 753-8124 or
Patrick Lea at 761-2666 or email glory-bound@hotmail.com

Emily Grace Lamb
Mr. and Mis. Kevin Lamb are the parents of a daughter,
Emily Grace Lamb. born on Friday. June 20. 2006. at 8:10
a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed 6 pounds 1 ounce. The mother is the
former Tammy Huff. A stepbrother is Justin Lamb and a stepsister is Nikki Cossey.
Grandparents are Bruce and Opal Huff of Almo. Norma
and Harold Viniard of Dexter and the late Earl Eugene Lamb.

Leo Green

BUYING GOLD
Friday & Saturday August 1st & 2nd
10 a.m. - 4 p.m.

CD

maturing?

Call today to find out more about a competitive alternative to
savings plans a used annuity from Woodmen of the World:
'Competitive interest rates
•Eamings compound tax deferred
•No taxes until withdrawal
The interest rate for July is 6.8%
•

S.

Calloway County High School Volley Ball Team will have
a rebate afternoon and night rebate day today from 4 to 9
p.m. at Backyard Burgers.

Youth Sports plan promotion
(baseball/softball)

will
Youth Sports Association of Murray
have a rebate day and night today from II a.m. to 9 p.m. at
Sirloin Stockade. Customers are asked to tell they cashier they
are there for the YSA.
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Volleyball team plans event

Kentucky Farm Bureau supports youth achievement in
extracurricular
scholarship,
programs and community.
involvement by sponsoring.
competitions at the county,:
district and state levels, accord-,
ing to Sharon Furches,.
women's chairman.
Applications are now available for this year's Outstanding Farm Bureau Youth Con-.
test. This is open to students.
ages 15-18 and your family'
must be a Farm Bureau member to be eligible.
Applications are also available for the annual Vanety Contest which showcases perform-'
ance areas in vocal, instrument, dance or drama and'.
open to students ages 6-18
whose parents are Farm Bureau
members.
The local contest will be
held at the Calloway County
Farm Bureau annual meeting
on Tuesday. Sept. 2, 2008. Contestants should arrive at 5:30.
p.m. and the business meeting will begin at 7 p.m.
Winners must be able to
attend the district contest,
scheduled for Oct. 18 and.
hosted at the Calloway County Farm Bureau office as well.
For more information or to
receive an application for any
of these programs. contact
Furches at 753-8151 or go by
the local Farm Bureau office
at 1702 Ky. Hwy. 121 North.

The Corner Shoppe

WOODMEN

Antiques & Collectibles
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Dunn tells club of regional
campus options in Paducah
Staff Report
PADUCAH, Ky. -- Murray State University
President Dr. Randy Dunn spoke at the Paducah
Rotary Club Wednesday and updated the group on
the options Murray State has for extending its
regional campus in McCracken County.
Dunn reportedly told the group what the
Paducah Task Force has accomplished to this
point and what the next steps are in bringing the
information to the board of regents.
According to Cathenne Sivills. MSU's assistant vice president of advancement and communications, Dunn was invited by the Rotary Club in
May to speak to the group about Murray State
University's initiative in Paducah and McCracken
County.
The meeting came on the heels of Dunn's
$50,(XX) land purchase option on 23 acres along

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
CHARACTER COUNTS: Calloway County Family Resource Center Director Michelle
Hanson. right, works on a project Wednesday with Southwest Elementary School student
Adyson Collins during the annual Character Counts Summer Camp at Murray's Central Park.
According to Ginny H6rper, Calloway County Extension Agent tor 4-hi/Youth Development,
the two-day camp featured numerous hands-on activities covering issues from "Character
Counts" to "Health Rocks." The camp is sponsored by the Family Resource Centers of Murray
and Calloway County, the Calloway County 4-H Program. the Calloway County Soil
Conservation District and Big Brothers Big Sisters.

McConnell donating
campaign cash to charity

McConnell

LOUISVILLE. Ky.(API — U.S. Sen.
Mitch McConnell is donating S10,0000
in campaign contributions he received
from an indicted Republican senator to a
homeless shelter in Louisville.
McConnell's campaign says the
Kentucky Republican will donate the
money from Sen. Ted Stevens to
Wayside Christian Mission.
McConnell's challenger in the

November election, Democrat Bruce
Lunsford, had called on McConnell to do
the "honorable thing" and donate the
campaign money to charity.
Stevens is a longtime senator from
Alaska who was indicted this week on
charges of lying about more than
S250,000 in gifts he got from an oil services company.

Bill aims to rein in
college tuition costs
By JUSTIN POPE
AP Education Writer
Congress wants to blow the
whistle on colleges that raise
tuition sharply, while helping
students pay less for textbooks
and making Pell grants available
year-round •— part of a wideranging bill designed to address
concerns about rising college
costs.
Under the legislation. students could get earlier warning
about which textbooks they'll
need for class, giving them more
time to shop around, while professors would see more information on prices when they're
choosing which books to assign.
Colleges that impose severe
tuition increases, meanwhile,
could be shamed on a government watch list.
Higher
sprawling
The
Education Act that the House is
considering today contains
mostly small and midsize steps
aimed at addressing college
costs. Lawmakers refrained
from bigger steps like price controls, instead hoping more transparency will lead to lower
prices.
Will it do much good?
Depends on whom you ask.
Experts say students probably
will benefit more overall from
the steps Congress took last year
— cutting interest rates on student loans, raising Pell Grants
for low-income students and
redirecting billions of dollars
from lender subsidies to programs targeting students more
directly.
Still, when lawmakers finally
got around to reauthorizing the
main federal law overseeing
higher education — it was first
due for renewal in 2003 — they
seemed determined to go
beyond simply boosting student
aid dollars. Among a range of
measures affecting everything
from training teachers and nurses to fire safety, the bill includes
rewards for colleges that keep
prices down.
House and Senate negotiators agreed on a final compro-

AP
Republican presidential candidate, Sen. John McCain, R-Ariz., center, and his wife Cindy,
greet employees of the Wagner Equipment Co. after a town hall meeting, Wednesday in
Aurora, Colo.

Sen. McCain camp compares
Sen. Obama to Spears, Hilton
AURORA. Colo. (AP) —
John McCain 's presidential
Wednesday
on
campaign
released a withering television
ad comparing Barack Obama to
Britney Spears and Paris Hilton,
suggesting the Democratic contender is little more than a vapid
but widely recognized media
concoction.
Obama's campaign quickly
responded with a commercial of
its own. dismissing McCain's
complaints as "baloney" and
"baseless."
McCain's ad. titled "Celeb"
and set to air in 11 b.atleground
states. intercuts images of
Obama on his trip to Europe last
week with video of twentysomething pop stars Spears and
Hilton — both better known for
their childish off-screen antics.
"He's the biggest celebrity in
the world, but is he ready to
lead?" the voiceover asks, noting the Illinois senator's opposition to offshore oil drilling and
suggesting he would raise taxes
if elected.
It was the latest effort by the
GOP hopeful to cast Obama as a

lightweight with little experience in leadership or governing.
It also was risky for McCain's
campaign to both acknowledge
Obama's worldwide fame and
depict it as a weakness rather
than a strength.
Campaigning in Missouri,
Obama said the ad was the latest
example of McCain's negativity
— a theme his campaign has
tried to stress lately.
"He doesn't seem to have
anything positive to say about
me, does he?" Obama said.
"You need to ask John McCain
what he's for, not just what he's
against."
Obama also said the link to
Hilton shows Republicans are
leaving no stone unturned in
their attempts to tarnish him.
"I've never even met the
woman," he said.
The Obama campaign ad.
released hours after McCain's.
shows images of the Arizona
senator with President Bush and
accuses McCain of practicing
"the politics of the past." The
campaign said it could air
soon as today.

Interstate 24 in McCracken County, as well as •
presentations made in the community about
MSU's goals in extending the iegional campus.
The task force has been examining models of
expansion since early this year and are narrowing
their options. A report could be presented to the
board of regents as early as their Sept. 12 meeting.
Contacted this morning, Dunn said the
Paducah Junior College Foundation Board win:
scheuled to meet today and could make a decision
on possibly supporting a long-term lease or some
grant for an MSU facility on site.
"We'll determine that today," Dunn said.
The Paducah Task Force's next meeting has
not been set, Dunn added, hut said it could be set
quickly after the foundation board's meeting
today in preparation for the September Murray:
State Regents meeting.

It was the second Obama ad
in as many days responding to
negative spots by McCain. But it
was unclear how broadly the
campaign intended to run it. The
campaign typically identifies
states where its ads air, but on
Wednesday only said this ad
would appear "in some markets."
Kathleen Hall Jamieson. a
communications professor at the
University of Pennsylvania. said
McCain's comparison of Obama
to Spears and Hilton likely
would not persuade many voters.

mise Wednesday, with final
votes from both chambers
expected within days.
The provisions most likely to
affect students directly include:
11 Making Pell Grants, the
government's main support program for low-income students,
available year-round, not just
for fall and spring semester.
That would enable students to
finish coursework more quickly
by using summer term.
• Expanding requirements
for textbook publishers to share
pricing information with professors. Publishers also face the
first federal limits on their ability to "bundle" textbooks with
supplementary materials, such
as CDs, that students may not
want or need. Cntics say the
practice is a big reason textbooks cost so much — about
$900 per student per year,
according to a 2005 government
study.
•Forcing colleges to report
more information about their
own costs and prices. The
Education Department will publish lists of some that raise
tuition sharply.
•Providing more protections
and disclosure for students taking out private loans. The bill
also begins streamlining the
complicated process of applying
for federal student aid.
As to be expected with a
1.200-page bill, reaction has
been mixed. College groups
welcome the changes to Pell
Grants, for instance, but not new
requirements on data they report
to Washington, which they say
will cost them — and by extension, students.
The plan for lists of tuitionincrease offenders reflects the
influence of a 2()06 national
commission on higher education, which called for more
accountability and transparency
from colleges on costs. But it
probably won't have much
effect on the core issues driving
price increases. Those include
competition among colleges for
the best faculty and facilities:
families' willingness to pay for

big-name schools: and the
declining share of public university budgets picked up 6y the
states.
"It will certainly be a list that
no college or university president will want to be on," said
Terry Hartle, senior vice presi
dent of the American Council on
Education. "However, if they
are on it, my guess is they will
have very good explanations for
why — for example, big budget
cuts for state appropriations."
Luke Swarthout, of the group
U.S. PIRG, which lobbies for a
range of student causes, said the
textbook provisions are important for solving the problem of
rising textbook prices.
Bruce Hildebrand, executive
director for higher education for
the Association of American
Publishers, which represents
several big textbook companies.
said most publishers already are
doing what the bill requires, but
his group backed the changes in
their final form.
Ultimately, though, both
sides agree that new technologies like e-books will play a far
bigger role in determining
whether prices fall.
"Buck"
Howard
Rep.
McKeon of California, the sen
ior Republican on the House
Labor
and
Education
Committee, said earlier this
week the final agreement "recognizes the remarkable power
of sunshine and transparency to
empower consumers" and
"holds schools accountable for
driving up prices" while recog
nizing those that improve
access.
Rep. George Miller, D-Calif.
chairman of the House panel.
said in an interview that trans
parency will help students make
better decisions.
He also praised one of the.
bill's most controversial provisions — the final sticking point
this week — which allows state,
access to a small, new grant program only if they maintain then
own spending on higher education.

7presidents,3wars and 1 owner later...
PagIfai is still here with
All Day & All Night Specials for $5.00 +ta.
11 a.m. - Closing
'Medium Spaghetti With Meat
or Marinara Sauce
'Medium Lasagna
•6" Italian Roast Beef, Poboy or
Ham and Cheese Sandwich
•Reuben Sandwich

'Any Half Wrap With Dinner
Salad
•Pagliai's Chef Salad
'Any 8" Two Topping Pizza
'House Special 8" Pizza

WEDNESDAY ONLY

Medium Spaghetti $2.97 Add Drink for 99e
Large Spaghetti'3.96 Add Drink for 99e

Pagbrat3T
970 Chestnut Street • Murray • 753-2975

SALE IN PROGRESS • GOING OUT OF BUSINESS
Shoes

Located On
Hwy. 121 South
in Mayfield, KY

Sizes to 14
Widths AAAA thru WW

Open 10 a.m. til 5 p.m.
Monday-Saturday

Women's

Thursday, July 31, 2008 • 7%
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e-mail: aportstbmurrayledger.cam
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()VC FOOTBALL

PREP ROUNDUP

Facing a
Fresh Start

Jolly Good Times

PERRILLOUX HAS
OPPORTUNITY TO
RIGHT SHIP AT
JACKSONVILLE STATE
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By JOHN ZENOR
AP Sports Writer
JACKSONVILLE, Ala. (AP) —
Ryan Perrilloux is finally The Man,
with all that connotes.
For instance, going to class, being
on time and setting an example.
Throwing, scrambling and generally looking the part were never much
of a problem for LSU's past quarterback of the future. Booted from the
defending national champions in
May. Perrilloux is trying to repair his
career and his reputation at
Jacksonville State. a Football
Championship Subdivision team
tucked away in east Alabama.
And to make sure he doesn't
repeat the mistakes, he readily fesses
up to making them during three years
in Baton Rouge.
"I let a
Pertlioax's daily
great opportumew at lax Stab
nity slip away New Jacksonville State
Ryan
guarlerbacC
LSU," Perniioux said he needed
at
Perrilloux told -structure" in nis ide Here's
e Sow he descnbes his sumh
T
mer schedule for every
Associated Monday through Thursday.
4
Press in a 30am — Wake up
a m —Workout
recent inter- 5-7
7 30 a.m --Breakfast
v ie w. 9 a.m.—Study session
"Everybody 9-45-12:15 p.m —
class.
that, Sociology
knows
12:30 p.m.—Lunch.
and I know it, 1-3 p.m.—History class
too. But what I 3-4 p.m —Team meeting.
4-5 p.m.-7-on-7 &tits
have to say is 5
p m.—Dinner
will I let that 7-9 p.m.—Study sessoon.
crush me as a
player or will 1 look at that as adversity and use that to drive me and
motivate me to do better?
-That's what I've been doing since
I've been here. I've been looking at
the mistakes I made at LSU and trying not to make those same mistakes
A Jacksonville State."
Its why he has frequently risen at
4-30 a.m. during the summer for a
jam-packed schedule of workouts,
classes and study halls. And why a
player who was one of the nation's
most heralded recruits coming out of
high school seems content with life
absent national TV games. playing in
front of maybe 15,000 fans instead of
90,000.
LSU coach Les Miles kicked
Perriiloux off the team following a
string of issues, including skipping
classes, missing a team meeting and
arriving late for conditioning workouts. Plus, he had been on the fringe
of a counterfeiting investigation and
was caught trying to use a false ID to
get into a Baton Rouge casino.
If Miles' decision caused any hard
feelings from either side, it's not
apparent. Perrilloux, a Louisiana
native, praises him as a great coach
Who "gave me every opportunity to
do the right thing. I think everybody
siiw that."
: Miles says he wishes Perrilloux
the best and hopes that he learns from
the LSU experience.
. The 6-foot-3. 222-pound junior
also still talks regularly to a few of his
l;SU teammates, who sing his praisa.
• "He's one of the best athletes I've
ever been around," Tigers defensive
end Tyson Jackson said. "I think he's
a; real good person. I grew up with
tOm. We lived right around the corner
ttom each other."
• Added center Brett Helms:"We're
going to miss that guy. Anybody with
that much talent, we're going to
miss."
Perrilloux's talent was on display
late last season and in flashes as Matt
Plynn's backup. He was MVP of the
Southeastern Conference championship game in one of his two starts,
passing for 243 yards and a touchdown.
Pemlloux hardly played in the
Tigers' win over Ohio State in the
BCS championship game. It went
downhill from there. His father died
Feb. 7, and Perrilloux's reliability
.ontinued to be an issue with the
team.
Then came his second round of
teams.
college
by
;ourtship
Perfilloux estimates that 60 teams
from all NCAA divisions contacted
him — many of whom he'd never
heard of, including Jacksonville
State.
Gamecocks coach Jack Crowe
affered structure and a role as starterdesignate. There were no scholarship
quarterbacks on the roster after
II See PERRILLOUX, BA

MEMBERS OF MHS SOCCER TEAM HEAD TO
ENGLAND TO PLAY FOR NATIONAL SUPERCLUBS
By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
While most area high school soccer
players will spend the first weeks of
August preparing for their school's distnct and region races, three local standouts will be facing a different kind of
competition.
For nearly two weeks, Murray senior
Bobby Puckett and juniors Jordan

Benton and Matt Hines will trade the
Mallary France Soccer Complex for the
pitches of England as members of a
SuperClubs National Team.
The team will compete against legendary English academies such as
Arsenal, Liverpool and Manchester
United. These academies act as feeder
squads to the English Premier League,
•See SUPERCLUBS,8A

TOMMY DILLARD / Ledger & Times
Murray soccer players Bobby Puckett (left), Matt Hines and Jordan
Benton leave today for England, where they'll play for two weeks as
part of a National SuperClubs team. As a talent scout and director
of the Futskilz soccer training program, Heidi Mueller (right) will
accompany them.

MICHAEL DANN

Ledger & Times

Athletes like George Gamer. a three-sport star at Calloway County High School, are quickly becoming a dying breed. Gone are the days of doeverything jocks who switched sports with the seasons. They're being replaced by athletes who specialize, training year-round in one sport in
an attempt to maximize potential and reach the highest levels of their chosen sport.

THE BAYS OF THREE-SPORT ATHLETES ARE QUICKLY BECOMING A THING OF THE PAST
This is the tourth in a
series of six stories that
examine specialization in
youth and
high school sports.

G

By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
eorge Garter belongs to a
dying breed.
The rising senior at
Calloway County is a threesport athlete — a calling that, over
the past decade, has become nearly
archaic in many parts of the country.
Gone are the days a do-everything jocks who switched sports with
the seasons. They're being replaced
by athletes who specialize, training
year-round in one sport in an attempt
to maximize potential and reach the
highest levels of their chosen sport.
But Gamer is a flashback.
He not only plays three sports, but
excels in all of them and has legitimate hopes to continue his football
career in college. He shattered the
single-season record for touchdown
receptions as a junior wide receiver
last season.
On the basketball court, he led the
Lakers in scoring with 14.8 points
per game and offered leadership and
consistency to a team that lacked a

MICHAEL DAtJN

Ledger & Times

George Gamer plays football, basketball and track at Calloway County High School. This past season
Garner played wide receiver, power forward and competed in the triple jump.
Though football is where he
"I never really get a break, but I
single senior.
hopes to make a future, he's never
In track. he qualified for stale in like it that way," he said,
After playing all three sports his seriously considered specializing.
the triple jump and placed sixth in
"Most people think that if you
Class 3A,the largest classification in freshman year, he didn't run track as
a sophomore. But when coach Keith want to go to college and play footKentucky.
He doesn't have much downtime, Jared told him he could limit his run- ball, you should be playing football
but Gamer says he wouldn't have it ning and become primarily a jumper. only." he said. "Same for basketball.
Gamer was back on board.
any other way.
•See THREE-SPORTS,8A
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UK QB Pulley pleads guilty to speeding
Paying too much for
WILDCAT FOOTBALL

SPONSORED BY STUART ALEXANDER

444e is

HOPTOWN PRODUCT EXPECTED TO BATTLE HARTL1NE FOR STARTING JOB

ELIZABETHTOWN, Ky.
tAP) — Kentucky quarterback
Curtis Pulley has pleaded guilty
to a speeding charge in
Elizabethtown stemming from a
traffic stop last week.
Pulley was arrested by state
police in Hardin County on July

22 and charged with speeding,
driving on a suspended or
revoked license and having
expired or no plates or registration papers.
Pulley pleaded guilty to the
speeding charge in district court
on Wednesday. The driving on a

suspended or revoked license
charge was dismissed. The registration charge was set for disposition on Aug. 22.
The arrest was Pulley's second run-in with police in as
many months. He was cited for
in
possession
marijuana

Louisville in June
Kentucky coach Rich Brooks
has declined to comment on
Pulley's arrest. Pulley was
expected to battle Mike Hartline
for the starting job when training camp opens next week.

•Superclubs
Benton's U16 squad will be challenge themselves against the
From Page 7A
widely recognized as the headed by a coach from Cal next level."
They'll also have to adjust to
Poly while Puckett and Hines
world's premier soccer league.
"I think it will be good for us will be coached by an instructor a faster style of play employed
of by the British squads. The playUniversity
the
to do this right before the season from
ers that populate academy rosbegins," said Benton, a mid- Richmond in Virginia.
"It's a good way to get expo- ters were identified at an early
fielder for the Tigers. "I think it
sure to college coaches," Hines age and have dedicated their
will be a positive."
Benton will play on a U16 said. "I think playing in college lives to soccer, Mueller said.
"They're definitely going to
squad, while Puckett and Hines is something we'd all like to
be challenged on the speed of
do."
will compete on the U17 team.
While the trip to England will play," she said. "Their athletiThe teams are sanctioned by
the first for all three Tigers. cism's going to be put to the test
be
America,
SuperClubs North
which organizes and sanctions they won't have much time for as well as their fitness and their
ten regional tournaments each sightseeing. During a 10-day individual skills.
"It's a faster game. These
year that qualify the top teams to span, they'll play between seven
attend a national final held in and ten upper level games and teams have been practicing and
take part in two to three training playing together technically and
Orlando.
tactically since they were
In addition to facing top- sessions.
"It's literally a soccer trip." young.notch competition, the three
Mueller originally recruited
a
Mueller,
Heidi
Tigers will also receive high said
level instruction. All coaches SuperClubs talent scout based Puckett, Benton and Hines to
with the SuperClubs programs out of western Kentucky. Futskilz, a local organization
come from American Division I 'They'll get to sightsee a little through which she trains elite
bit, but they're going to play and young soccer players. After
institutions.

•Perrilloux
From Page 7A
Crowe kicked last season's starter, Cedric
Johnson, off the team for violating team rules.
With Perrilloux's signing, the Gamecocks were
dubbed the Ohio Valley Conference favorites by
league coaches and preseason magazines despite
coming off a 6-5 season.
Jackson wouldn't argue with that projection of
Perrilloux's impact in the former Division l-AA.
"He's going to tear it apart," the LSU defender
said.
Crowe said all his quarterbacks are held to high
standards of conduct, including Perrilloux. He
said there was no hint of negativity or blaming
others when he talked to the coveted transfer, and
that attitude would have raised warning flags.
"To whom much is given, much is expected,"
Crowe said. "And much was given. We gave him
the throne."
Perrilloux admits he missed"a lot of classes" at
LSU, but said he's still on track to graduate in a
semester and a half. This summer, he said he has
missed two.
Crowe said he believes Perrilloux has been
more reliable since arriving. Being the No. 1 guy

for the first time in college helps.
"It gives him an opportunity to get past the
frustration he felt at LSU," Crowe said. "He's not
a play-behind-you kind of guy. There's some guys
that just don't handle not being the guy very well,
and he's one of them. And you know what?
There's a good side to that, too."
Perrilloux has drawn positive reviews from
Crowe and his new teammates so far. Receiver
Anthony Johnson got a welcome sight his first day
back on campus in early June: The new QB running stadium steps alone on a steamy afternoon.
Johnson said Perrilloux hasn't taken a cocky
attitude with his teammates.
"He was never like that with us," he said. "His
first thing was. 'We're a team. I'm just like all of
you. I want to work as hard as you guys do and be
part of the team.' Not once did he show any kind
of bigheadedness."
Perrilloux is hoping to prove himself to fans
and prospective NFL teams alike, on and off the
field. Maybe even lead by example.
"I want to rally these guys around me and I
want to rally on them," he said. "I want them to
take me to another level and I want to take them to
another level."

working with them for nearly
two years. she wanted to reward
hard work and development
with selection to the national
team.
Due to Mueller's presence in
the area, the SuperClubs teams
with western
are loaded
Kentucky talent. In all, eleven
players from the First Region
area will be represented on the
squads,
age-level
various
including athletes from Marshall
County. Graves County and
Paducah.
Puckett, Benton and Hines
train once or twice weekly with
Mueller, who has 20 years of
playing experience including a
stint with the U.S. National
Team in a worldwide tournament in China.
The group will board an airplane bound for London today
and return Aug. II. the day
before school starts.
In addition to playing top
British teams, they'll also get to
watch a professional friendly
match between Manchester
United and Spain's RCD
Espanyol. The game will be
played at historic Old Trafford,
home of Manchester United and
the largest capacity stadium in
England.
When they return to the
States, the Tiger players will
rejoin their teammates for a
week of practice before opening
the varsity season on Aug. 19.
Though they'll be absent
from Murray practices for nearly two weeks, Mueller says
Puckett. Benton and Hines will
be prepared for the season in a
different way.
"Once they experience that
next level of play, they're hopefully going to be able to maintain it once they get a taste of it,"
she said. "I'm confident they'll
come back and be ready for any
local challenge that presents
itself."

Home Insurance?
Call me today for a FREE quote.
978.0355 • 1702 thil 12IN BYPASS• WARM KY
eFllm rrrrr.cem
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NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
American League Standings
AM Times CDT
East Division
GB
L Pet
W
—
63 44 589
Tampa Bay
3
560
48
61
Boston
4
59 48 551
New York
54 54 500 9 12
Toronto
12
477
56
51
Baltimore
Central Division
L Pct GB
W
—
60 46 566
Chicago
59 48 551 1 12
Minnesota
Detroit
55 52 514 5 12
50 59 45911 12
Kansas City
14
46 60 434
Cleveland
West Division
L Pc-1 GB
W
—
67 40 626
Los Angeles
56 52 51911 12
Texas
14
53 54 495
Oakland
40 67 374
27
Seattle

Wednesday s Games
Tampa Bay 3, Toronto 2
N S Yankees 13, Baltimore]
Kansas City 4 Oakland 3 10 innings
L A Angels 9, Boston 2
Detroit 14 Cleveland 12. 13 Innings
Texas 4 Seattle 3
Chicago White Sox 8, Minnesota 3
Thursday's Games
Detroit (Vertander 8-10) at Cleveland
(Carmona 4-3) 11 05a m
L.A Angels (Garland 9-61 at N Y
Yankees (Pettine 12-7), 6 05 p m
Seattle (Dickey 2-6) at Texas (Harrison
2-1) 7 05 p m
Chicago White Sox (Danks 8-4) at
Minnesota (Baker 7-3). 7 10 p m
Friday's Games
Oakland (Duchscherer 10-7) at Boston
(Wakefield 6-8). 6 05 p m.
LA Angels (E Santana 11-5) at NY
Yankees (Ponson 6-2), 605 pm
Detroit (Miner 5-3) at Tampa Bay
IKazrnir 8-5). 6.10 p.m
Toronto (Purcey 1-1) al Texas (Hurley
1-2). 7:05 pin
Cleveland (Sowers 1-5) at Minnesota
(Blackburn 7-6). 7 10 P m
Chicago White Sox (Vazquez 7-9) at
Kansas City (Hochevat 6-8), 7'10 p m
Baltimore (Olson 7-5) at Seattle
(Washburn 5-9). 9 10 p m

National League Standings
All Times CDT
East Division
W
L Pct GB ,
-58 49 542
Philadelphia
12
58 50 537
New York
57 51 528 1 12
Florida
49 58 458
9
Atlanta
38 69 355
20
Washington
Central Division 1
W
L Pct GB,
—
64 44 593
Chicago
4
60 48 556
Milwaukee
61
555
49
4
St Lours
Cincinnati
51 58468131/2 .1
50 57 46713 1/2 "
Houston
Pittsburgh
50 58 463
14 :
West Division
W
L Pct GB
—
55 52 514
Arizona
54 53 505
1
Los Angeles
49 60 450
7
Colorado
11
44 63 411
San Francisco
42 67 385
14
San Diego

Wednesday's Games
Colorado 7, Pittsburgh 4
Florida 7 N V Mets 5
S1 Louis 7 Atlanta 2
Philadelphia 8 Washington 5
Chicago Cubs 7 Milwaukee 2
Cincinnati 9 Houston 5
Anzona 7. San Diego 3
L A Dodgers 4, San Francisco 0
Thursday's Games
Chicago Cubs (Harden 0-11 at
Milwaukee (Bush 5-8) 1 05 p rn
St Louis (Pineiro 3-4) at Atlanta
(Hampton 0-01. 6 10 p m
Colorado (De La Pose 5-5) at Florida
Nolstad 2-1). 6 10 p m
Philadelphia (Kendrick 8-5) at
Washington (Lannan 6-10), 6 10 p m
Anzona (Webb 14-4) at L A Dodgers
(Lowe 8-8) 9lOpni
Fndays Games
Pittsburgh (Karstens 0-0) at Chicago
Cubs (Marquis 6-6). 1 -20 P m
Colorado (undecided) at Florida
(Volstad 2-1). 6 10 p rn
Milwaukee (Sudden 5-7) at Atlanta
(Morton 2-4), 635 pm
Cincinnati (Bailey 0-4) at Washington
(Od Perez 3-8). 6 35 p m
N Y Mets (Martinez 3-2) at Houston
(Backe 6-10). 7 05 p m
Philadelphia (Hornets 9-6) at St Louis
(Uprise 12-3). 7 15 pm
San Francisco (Lincecum 11-3) at San
Diego (Peavy 8-6). 9 05 p m
Arizona (Johnson 8-7) at LA. Dodgers
(Kershaw 1-3), 040 p m

Tigers trade Ivan Rodriguez to
New York Yankees
NEW YORK (API — Ivan
Rodriguez was the steady hand
for the Florida Marlins when
they won the 2003 World Series.
A year later, he was the spark
that helped turn around the
Detroit franchise when nobody

wanted to be a Tiger.
The Yankees acquired the 14time All-Star from the Tigers on
Wednesday for hard-throwing
reliever Kyle Farnsworth. a
trade that filled glaring holes for
both contenders.

Kentucly, then pursued a pro
baseball career. He made it as
high as Double-A and later quarterbacked an Arena Football
League team for several seasons.
But in a visit with Cowan,
Jones once expressed his greatest regret from high school.
"He said, 'You know, if I had
one regret, it's that I didn't play
basketball in high school,—
Cowan recalls. 'This is a guy
that was a professional athlete.
He was probably the best basketball player in our school at
the time but he didn't play."
Always a teacher first,
Cowan used the story to encourage his students to think about
which decision would leave
them with the fewest regrets.
That decision, he says, was
almost always to continue playing multiple sports.
"Playing high school sports is
fun," he said. "Playing at the
college level and beyond, that's
work. I've had many kids who,
as I interacted with them years
after they graduated, said they
regretted that they didn't play
this sport or that sport.
"I've never had anyone say,
'I played this sport or that sport
and I regret having played it."

Knowing the risks, she ultimately decided to stick with
what she calls her "fun" sport,
only to succumb to injury again
in this past season's regional
final.
The injury stuck with her
through softball season and,
though she played. she never
reached 100 percent. After
undergoing another surgery earlier this summer, she now has no
plans to pursue softball in col,
lege.
"It was a thought (playing in
college), but since I got hurt
again. I didn't want to,- she
said. "I do think that if I didn't
play basketball. I probably could
have played softball in college.
But I wanted to be like a regular
kid and have fun and enjoy rny
high school."
Now, as she leaves high
school behind and heads to college this fall to pursue academia
interests, Starks doesn't have
any regrets. She decided to play
basketball, she says, to be witfi
her friends and be a part of
Lady Laker squad that went 28:
6 and advanced to the Firsi
Region championship game. •
It's a decision she'd make
again.
"I would do it exactly the
same.- she said. "Softball was
my better sport, but basketball's
where I had fun. I made a lot of
friends through playing both
-ports. They both kept me in
-live, so I wouldn't ever change
it

•Three-Sport

1

MURRAY ELECTRICsvsrEm
2008 ST. LOUIS CARDINALS
AUGUST SCHEDULE

Da.

CHANNEL 78

CHANNEL 46
Opponent

I Fri., Aug. 1 PhHies
I Sot., Aug. 2 PLes
I Tues., Aug. 5 Dodgers
I Sun., Aug. 10 at Cubs
I Tues., Aug. 12 toiorlins
I Thurs., Aug. 14 ot Marlins
Tues., Aug. 19

I

From Page 7A
I feel that I get better at football
by playing basketball.
"If I just played football, I'd
get tired of football. If I just
played basketball, I'd get tired
of basketball. I do whatever I
can possible. I'd play baseball if
I didn't run track."
Garner is one of a trio of
Calloway athletes who play the
same three sports. Chris
Dobbins is a wide receiver on
the football team and and point
guard on the basketball team.
Jordan Bumpus plays running
back on the football team and is
4 forward on the hardwood.
While athletes who specialize
would argue the increased focus
on a sport gives them a greater
chance of success. Gamer doesn't see things that way. He
believes each of his sports helps
him develop skills in the other.
"On the basketball court.
moving side to side guarding
somebody, it carries on to the
football field being a defensive
back or wide receiver and making moves," he said. "Going up
for balls in the end zone on the
football field carries over to
rebounding on the basketball
court."
Garner says some people call
he and his three-sport teammates crazy, but it's a term he's
learned to take as a compliment.
"I have more fun," he says
with a smile. "I go from football
to basketball to track and as long
as I can be successful in all of
that, I'm having fun."

Pirates

Time

Dote

8 p.m.

Wed., Aug. 6
Tluxs., Aug. 7

Dodgers

Time
7 p.m.

Dodgers

1 p.m.

7 p.m.

Fri., Aug. 8

at Cubs

1 p.m.

8 p.m.

Mon., Aug. 11

at Marlins

6 p.m.

Wed., Aug. 13 at Marlins

6 p.m.

2 p.m.
7 p.m.
7 p.m.
8 p.m.

pooent

Fri., Aug. 15

at Reds

6 p.m,

Sat., Aug. 16

at Reds

6 p.m.

Sun., Aug. 17

at Reds

12 p.m.

Wed., Aug 20 Pirates

7 p.m.

Braves

7 p.m.

Fri., Aug. 22

Whenever one of his athletes
approached former Calloway
p.m.
1
24
Braves
Aug.
Sun.,
8 p.m.
Tues., Aug. 26 Brewers
County athletic director Bill
Cowan with a question of
7 p.m.
Wed., Aug. 27 Brewers
whether or not to specialize, the
8 p.m.
at Astros
Fri., Aug. 29
retired Army colonel would tell
6 p.m.
Sat., Aug. 30 at Astros
them a story.
The central figure in the tale
was a name all were familiar
with — Pookie Jones, whom
Cowan calls the best athlete
Calloway County has ever pro401 Olive St., Murray • 753-5312
duced.
from
graduating
After
I
CI games are subtect to cntincie or prwernptIon due to Fox Sports Net nrcvjuirnmatg that is not controNed by MES.
Calloway, Jones went on to play
Visit our webslte for a schedule of the entire season www.murrey-ky.net
at
baseball
football and
mot IBM NM EMI
siss mot me tom mo
som

Murray Electric System
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a

High school athletes who
have no hope of p'iying sports
in college have nothing to lose
by playing as many sports as
they desire.
For elite athletes, however,
the decision becomes more
complicated. An injury in a secondary spori could ruin any
chance of receiving a scholarship in an athlete's primary
sport.
No one knows that better that
Meagan Starks, a 2008 graduate
of Calloway County. Always a
softball player first. Starks tore
her ACL playing basketball during her junior season.
She underwent surgery and
recovered in time to play the
second half of softball season.
During the summer, she seriously considered dropping basketball for her senior season.

TODAY'S LINEUP SPONSORED BY:

lorry hiler
, heir Orkcky from Age:
your irOil;• mato,
contact us Way'

it) WO on

6011 Mein St.• /63-611412

TV, radio
EXTREME SPORTS
8 p.m
Ciames at Los Angeles
ESPN
12 p.m.
ESPN2 -- X Games at Los Angeles
(delayed tape)
GOLF
3 p.m.
TGC — PGA Tour.WGC Bridgestooe
Invitational first round at Akron. Ohio
5:30 p.m.
TGC — PGA Tour Reno Tahoe Open.
hrst round at Reno Nev
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Steeldrivers take swing at Lovett
playing than anything else I've
heard in a long time," raved
producer and musician Buddy
Miller, while songwriter and
guitarist Al Anderson summed
up the SteelDnvers succinctly:
"Great band: new and differ
ent. Songs are incredible
They bring something new to
the party. I love 'em all.
Muscle Shoals meets bluegrass."

Special to the Ledger
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Nashville, Tennessee is a
nexus — a point where tradition and innovation intersect,
where commerce collides with
art. It may be the only town
around where salaried songwriters and full-time session
musicians are as common as
accountants and schoolteachers. Music is the product, and
the factories line the street,
from the swank Music Row
mini-high-rises to the lowslung Sylvain Park bungalows.
And only Nashville could
give birth to a band like the
SteelDrivers: a group of seasoned veterans - each distinguished in his or her own
right, each valued in the
town's commercial community
- who are seizing an opportunity to follow their hearts to
their souls' reward.

The band is quick to credit
the informal, casually organic
nature of their founding. "We
Just want to go out and play
music that we write and that
all of us like," says Bailey.
"We want to play our kind of
MUSIC"

The SteelDrivers' brand of
bluegrass - intense, dark, poetic, and inescapably human - is
a refreshing reminder of the
timeless power of stringband
music, and is captured perfectIn doing so, they are braidly on The SteelDrivers.
ing their bluegrass roots with
Produced by Nashville ace
new threads of their own
Wooten, The
Luke
design, bringing together
SteelDrivers was recorded
country, soul, and other conmostly live on the studio floor,
temporary influences to create
and all. Its songs grapvocals
is
that
hybrid
an unapologetic
bluegrass.com
ple with classic themes of
old as the hills but fresh as the
The Steeldrivers
regret, love, and redemption,
morning dew. This is new
ting around going to waste."
firms.
from the escalating prison
music with the old feeling.
"My recollection," continFiddler and harmony singer
lament of "Midnight Train to
SteelDrivers fan Vince Gill
ued Stapleton, "is that I went
Tammy Rogers knows just
Memphis" to the chilling muras
describes the band's fusion
to write at Mike Henderson's
when to lay off the notes and
derer's plea encapsulated in
simply "an incredible combihouse one night. And he said, "If It Hadn't Been for Love."
let the tone take over, while
nation."
'do you want to play some
banjo player Richard Bailey
"East Kentucky Home" is a
The Lovett Live/WKMSbluegrass?' I said, sure. And
neatly segues from cold modal
timeless traditional bluegrass
FM series will present The
then next thing 1 knew, we
Stanley-style passages to incilament, with its strains of
• Steeldrivers at Murray State's
were in a room with the rest of homesickness, loss, and abansive melodic turns. Mike
Friday,
; Lovett Auditorium
these guys..."
Henderson (mandolin) and
donment, but ingeniously rein• Aug. 8 at 7:30 p.m.
Mike Fleming (bass) are the
"These guys- included
vented with off-kilter rhythmic
Their bluegrass credentials
SteelDrivers' engine room,
Rogers, a longtime fixture on
accents and a decidedly coninclude playing or writing
laying out the sparse, driving
Nashville's alt-country scene
temporary chord progression.
songs for Vassar Clements,
rhythm on which hangs the
and respected session and
The willingness to set
: Roland White. The Lonesome
songs, mostly co-composed by touring musician. "I had kind
aside the unspoken rules that
Cordle,
Larry
River Band.
Stapleton and Henderson.
of done the big left turn into
ruthlessly govern bluegrass set
Laurie Lewis, Dale Ann
country and Americana, and
Stapleton's voice, when
the SteelDrivers apart from the
Bradley, Peter Rowan, Marty
thought I had left the bluegrass innumerable faceless acts
melded to his sturdy, vivid
Stuart, Dusty Miller, Iris
world behind me in charred
songs. immediately distinvying for the bluegrass spotDement, Randy Scruggs and
remnants," she said. "So
guishes the SteelDrivers. It is
light.
name
to
-just
Jim Lauderdale
when Mike Henderson called
testament to the value that the
"Certainly we want to keep
a few. Just last week the band
me up and asked me,'Do you
SteelDrivers place on quality
foot in the bluegrass
one
performed on the popular
want to play some bluegrass?'
original songs that band actuworld—that's a great thing,"
weeknight talk show Late
1 said, 'Yeah, I do.' And when
ally formed as a result of the
said Rogers, "but I think our
Night with Conan O'Brien we all got together. I was just
songwriting process.
music is broader than just a
of
indicator
another reliable
knocked out by the songs, and
Henderson and Stapleton are
traditional bluegrass format
their quickly increasing popuby Chris's voice."
both accomplished Nashville
and that's what we all hope for
larity.
tunesmiths, with innumerable
Rogers is not the only
it to be."
The band's self-titled debut cuts to their credit.
musician in Nashville taken
Tickets are on sale at all
album is a set of 11 originals
aback by the band's charisma,
"Chris and 1 had been writlocations, ticketTicketmaster
that profoundly resonate with
power, chops, and songwriting songs for several years,"
State's
Murray
master.com,
while
classic bluegrass soul
ing. In a short time. the
Henderson explained. "We
Regional Special Events
exploring entirely modem lyri- would write a lot of them as
up
worked
had
SteelDrivers
Center Box Office, 1-877-894cal and harmonic byways.
three sets of all onginal matethough they were bluegrass
4474, and at the door. There is
vocals
soulful
blistering,
The
rial and were performing to
songs. But then, when we
limited on-stage seating for up
of guitarist and songwriter
capacity crowds at local
would get ready to demo
sound enjoyment.
close
Chris Stapleton immediately
haunts like the fabled Station
them, we would demo them
more information about
For
announce that this is dark and
Inn.
with drums and B-3 And I
The Steeldrivers or WKMS
dangerous terrain, which the
was thinking, here's all these
"I get more inspired listenprogramming, visit wluns.org
SteelDrivers' proudly rugged
perfectly good songs just siting to their songs, singing, and
or call 800-599-4737.
ensemble pl4ing quickly con-

Symphony seeks resident conductor
PADUCAH, Ky.— The Paducah
Symphony Board of Directors has passed a
resolution to search for and hire a resident,
salaried conductor whose primary responsibility will be to the Paducah Symphony and
the surrounding community. The person
selected would conduct all classical and
pops concerts and serve as music director,
functioning as the PSO's artistic leader.
The Board anticipates the search process
to take at least a year with a new. Director in
place by the 2010-2011 season. With a
marked increase in the competition for both
ticket sales and donor support in our region,
the Board determined that the assistance of
an on-site music director will be necessary
to broaden our audience and financial base.
The Paducah Symphony will be forming
a committee made up of musicians and community partners to set the stage and scope
for the search for its new leader.

Because the Symphony is looking for a
resident conductor, the current music director Dr. Jordan Tang. who resides in Jackson,
Tenn., and the Symphony have agreed the
2008-09 season will be Tang's final season—a celebration of his 23 year tenure and
the Symphony's 30th Anniversary.
"The recommendation in no way reflects
any dissatisfaction with our current classical
conductor. Dr. Jordan Tang's 23-year
tenure and performance with the PSO has
been outstanding," said Juliette Grumley,
recently-elected president of the Paducah
Symphony Board.
"However, he is not in a position to spend
any substantial amount of time in Paducah.
It is the presence of our conductor between
concerts that we desire to define overall
artistic direction with an intimate understanding of the community and to be that
"celebrity" personality who can provide
leadership and foster relationships."

Photo provided

Pictured is one of Wingo. Ky. artist Kenneth Earl Tyler's
pieces on display of a Murray Art Guild exhibition, "Whimsical
Sculptures."

Graves sculptor's
work displayed at
Murray Art Guild
The current exhibit in the Murray Art Guild's Gallery is a collection of work,"Whimsical Sculptures" by Kenneth Earl Tyler.
The artist, who lives in Wingo. Ky., has won several awards in
area shows for his imaginative sculptures which look vaguely familiar and completely foreign at the same time.
Tyler's work could be considered "outsider an" — created outside of the main stream. Tyler who has been making his whimsical
art for two years said he picked up clay one day "and started making stuff."
While clay is the primary material for most of his pieces, Tyler
includes many found objects in his work.
"I'll pick up anything, if it looks good I'll use it."
Tyler uses images from everyday (animals, nature and figures)
but is also influenced by mythology and movies. He stated that ideas
just come from the top of his head and that he often works and
watches movies simultaneously.
Many pieces suggest stones or events. The brightly painted
sculptures are jewel like with pearlescent and metallic surfaces. The
pieces are busy with patterns and details that draw the viewer into
the whimsical world of Kenneth Earl Tyler's art.
The exhibit remains up through the month of August and is open
to the community during regular Guild hours.The public is invited
to the opening reception Friday from 6-8 p.m.. at 500 N. 4th St.
For more information on the Guild visit the website murrayartguild.org or call 753-4059. The Kentucky Arts Council, the state arts
agency, supports the Murray Art Guildwith state tax dollars and federal funding from the National Endowment for the Arts.

Wells photo exhibit
at Curl-is Gallery
A gallery reception featuring
photography by the late Kenneth
Morgan Wells, formerly of
Mayfield, will take place Sunday
from 2-4 p.m., in the Murray
State University Curris Center
first floor gallery. The event is
free and open to the public.
Former owner and operator of
Wells Studio in Mayfield. Well,,
served as the official photographer for the MSU Shield for
many years between 1942 and
1956. He continued to provide
special feature photographs for
the Shield into the early 1960s.
Wells taught at Campbellsville
(Ky.) High School and Junior
High School from 1929-1930,
moving to Mayfield in 1930 to
teach music at Mayfield High
School. After directing the music
program at Mayfield for nine
years, he resigned his teaching
position to found his photography
business, Wells Studio. He operated the business until his retirement in 1979.
Past president of the Kentucky
Photographers
Professional

Executive Director Darlene Dreyer sees
this as an opportunity to deepen the vision
and mission of the organization.
"We hope a resident conductor will be
able to provide a cohesive artistic vision
reflective of the Paducah Symphony's strategy to create musical events and educational experiences that are both relevant to and
reflective of the local community.
The Paducah Symphony is celebrating its
30th Anniversary during the 2008-2009 season. The Symphony's next performance,
Bugs Bunny on Broadway, conducted by
Emmy Award-winning conductor George
Daugherty, will take place on Saturday,
Sept. 13, at the Luther F. Carson Center
For sponsorship opportunities, subscriptions, or tickets, please contact the Paducah
Symphony Office at 270.444.0065, e-mail
ntaylor@paducahsymphony.org, or visit our
Box Office at 2101 Broadway.

Association and the Jackson
Purchase Historical Society.
Wells received his master of photography degree from the
Photographer's
Professional
Association of America in 1954.
Wells' wife, the former Elizabeth
Lochridge. taught piano before
becoming a social worker with
the Commonwealth of Kentucky.
She was a major supporter in the
establishment of her sorority,
Alpha Gamma Delta, at Murray
The exhibit contains both porState.
trait and landscape photographs
taken by Kenneth over several
decades. Many of these prints
were selected in the 1940s and
1950s by a panel of judges for
display at national conventions of
the Professional Photographers
Association.
The Wells exhibit is made possible courtesy of Jill Celaya of•
Wells Studio in Mayfield and the
private collection of the Wells
family. The exhibit will be on display from Aug. 3-Sept. 7.

WI(MS to feature
show about 'Life on
the Mississippi' Fri.
WKMS-FM, the listener-supported public radio service and
NPR member station from Murray State University presents
Life on the Mississippi — a one-hour downstream trip through
the history and mystery of the Big Muddy —Friday at noon.
Produced by Hearing Voices and hosted by veteran independent radio producers Larry Massen and Scott Carrier, the program features a tour of Hannibal. Mo. — birthplace of Mark
Twain, a day on a tugboat, a peek into St. Louis showboats, and
a look at changing the course of the mighty rivers.
Hearing Voices is distributed by NPR and funded by the
Corporation for Public Broadcasting, and is one of the largest
collectives of independent radio producers.

You don't have to be a farmer to get
FARM BUREAU INSURANCE.
Home•Auto • Manufactured Home • Farm • Life • Long Term Core • Health

Insurance available in city or county

753-4703
Calloway County Farm Bureau
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Children's Clothing & Accessories
209 N. 12th St • Murray, Ky. 42071
270-753-7534
Mon-Fri 10-5 p.m. Sat. 10-4 p.m.
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Serendipity on the Square
SIDEWALK SALE FRIDAY & SATURDAY

& Gifts

SIDEWALK SALE
% OFF
/ 50
SPRING & SUMMER GIFTWARE
*Garden Accents
\ *Flags & Yard Art

'Selected Planters
*Selected Fountains
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• And More!
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Up To

•

75% OFF
SELECT ITEMS
Open Mon.-Fri. 10-6 pm.
Sat 10-3 p m
CORNER OF 12TH & SYCAMORE
753-9229

verbinntiwyerAir
SATURDAY
MARKET

mmumuisorumenrimiwr-imruorl
Sidewalk Sale

4:
7)
FINAL CLEARANCE! 1

Fresh Produce & More

Com( Emfoyl
Kentucky Farmers Market Week
August 2nd - 9th

Annual Iris Event
All varieties - Iris Rhizomes
available
Ken-Tenn Chapter
American Iris Association

MURRAY
„Auneiiiret-
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EVERY SATURDAY!

Through October 18th
7.00 a.m.-- Noon
Vendor Info 753-7222 • Downtown Court Square

305-C S. 12th St.• 753-5678
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at the Lake
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160,000 acre
recreational lake

BOatSlips

Are:with

45
CALL
W To

•
lake accessSaturday,

Aug 2nd

Tremendous Sat,ings!

A

e pssi(

ifE
Eoln
$50

GAi
CARD
!
Imagine living at Kentucky's premier
recreational lake, in a beautiful Log Cabinforjust $84,900!
Surrounded by 170,000 acre Land Between the Lakes Recreation Area
and 300 miles of undeveloped shoreline
Boating, fishing, biking, hiking, horseback riding and more
Boat docks, paved roads, underground utilities

Lowest Financing Rates
in 25 Years!
Property shown by appointment only!

der/ ,Shore.0

-800-704-3154 text 1946
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Ashley Morris •
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.- Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
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Happ Birthday

Help Warred

060
ISM Wanted

REGISTERED NURSE

•"
1

WEEKEND SUPERVISOR
Lordy. Lord)

remember when
she was 40...

Henry C,•unt. Healthcare Center is seeking a RN
weekend ,uprr,'sof to. ho will be responsabk for the
management andsupervision tit the resident tare The
schedule is Saturday and Sunday ls hours each day
the ssliedule is flexible and a Baylor type where the
supervisor with work lb hours each week and will be
rved tor 24 hours

r

then how
spiffy at 50.
but look out now
Mama Hale is

.

"7'

•
'
41.*6

Interested kandidates must have excellem
sommunwation skills in dealing with the
physikians. and other customer,
tesidents
Prior ling tenn-kare experience preferred

turning 60!

He Weald
Stocking
POND
Thursday, August 7th
The Fish Truck will be
at Cadiz SS 9-15-945,
Murray Henry Farmer
1030-11115.
Co-Op
and Marshall County
12:45-1:30,
Co-Op
Murray S.S, 11:3012:00.
1-800-335-2077.
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own nsk Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

FEMALE MSU gradu
ate seeking MSU stu
dent to share rent and
utilities on furnished 2
BR. 2 BA house
Located 5min. from
campus
(270)703-7721
Lod and Found
SOLID black Cocke
Spaniel lost Suneay in
Wiswell/Doran area
medication
Needs
daily Please call or
return if you know his
Big
whereabouts
Reward 227-0990
060
Nalp MOW
2 positions available
Vending Route Sales.
Vending Route Dnver
Driver must have CDL
person
in
Apply
Tuesday. August 5th
between 9-11 am 411
North 4th St Murray,
KY

DISCLAIMER
When :iccessing the
"help wanted". set lion
on our L. lassineds
webpage at
murrayledger corn.
you will be redirected
to rbnetwork coin
By default.
Murray and lokal lob
listings will appeal on
this wetwite
However. as a national
website. not All listings
on the Jobnetwork t om
are placed through
the Muffin Ledger
& Times Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
lob listings Thank you

DO you love working
wtth kids?
Wee Care Enterprise-,
may be lust the plarc
tor you, Full hme an,:
part time positron,
available
Apply at
Wee Care
109 S 15th St
Murray. KY 42071
(270)753-5227
FULL OR F7ATRT time
housekeeping Murray
Plaza Lodge Apply in
person after 7 OOPM
only positively,
FULL iime Nanny.
housekeeper. Desire to
start immediately To
care for two children
References required
Contact Jenniler
309-370-1496
LPN/FIN Busy medical
office Four days vi
week Send resume to
2957 HWY 641 N
Murray, KY 42071
Musi
753-1215-fax
include references
MURRAY Electronics
the Regional leader iv
Home Entertainmer•
Systems. is seeking a,
Electronics
Instate: •
Trainee to begin immeGeneral
diately.
knowledge or interest
in custom home enterincluding
tainment
alarms, HDTV. surround sound and other
related fields is a big
Paid vacabonus
tions, Mon-Fri work
schedule, and the
opportunity to learn the
fast growing custom
installation business is
awaiting the right person. Contact Chip
Murray
Veal
Electronics 509N 8th
St, Murray. Call
753-7567.
MURRAY Real Estate
Licensing Class July
31-August 30
OChamber
270-223-0789.
experienced
NEED
roofer Call 293-0354
NOW Hiring Night
Audit. Apply in person
Inn
Holiday
only.
Express Hwy 841 N
Murray
NOW taking applications for all positions
and all shifts, Apply
In person in Sonic
DrIveln, 217 S. 12th
St., Murray. KY. No
phone calls.

JUIM
OFFICE MANAGER
and CLERICAL

HenryCounty !Medical Center
P.O. Box 1030
Paris. TN 3824
731-644 8472
cow en 57' hcnic-tn.org

CNA/Nurse Aide Full time
10pm-6am

PRN Work all shifts as needed.
Prefer

experience, but will train.

Good working condition, pleasant
atmosphere. Apply in person
at Fern Terrace Lodge
EOE

IMMEDIATE OPENING FOR
LICENSED LIFE & HEALTH AGENT

Established Purchase Area Agency
specializing in Employee Benefits is
needing an energetic individual to call
on new individual and group
accounts. Please send resume to:
P.O. Box 1040-F. Murray, KY 42071

Now hiring doormen
for security purposes.
Apply in person
no phone
calls please

SPORTABLE
Scoreboards otters
-pportundies for individuals who share our
positive commitments
and goals
.-Ve are in search of fell
',me. day shift employees to fill positions in
areas11
these
Electronlc/eIrcult
experiboard repair.
2)
required
ence
Scoreboard assembly, using small hand
reading
toots and
are
schematics
required
Successful candidates
self-motivated
are
detail oriented and
take pride in the quality
of their work
Salary is commensurate with experience
Sportable
Scoreboards otters a
competitive, comprenensive benefit packApply at. 106
age
Max Hurt Dnve. Murray
or direct resume to:
mfg recrultingescor
eboard1.com
Young professional
non-smoking couple
seeks energetic person for personal assistant duties inciuding
errands and office
cleaning. Must he
organized. Good
salary and lots of variety in your workday!
Please send information including phone
number to Personal
Assistant Position,
PO. Box 866, Murray.
KY, 42071

SHOPPES OF

MURRAY
(lletweee ieeely's
Illaarke's)

FERN TERRACE OF MURRAY, LAX
1505 STADIUM VIEW DRIVE
MURRAY. KY 42071
ADMINISTRATIVE POSITION
Davco Homes, Inc. has an opening for an
Administrator at our personal care facility in
Murray. Preference will be giver to R.N..
LPN,BSN or a Bachelor's degree in
healthcare. business or related field.
Experience in personal care administration a
plus Experience in supervising and/or training
along with good leadership skills a must. Paid
holidays, sick days. vacation provided. Other
insurance benefits available. Salary
commensurate with experience.
Send resume to.
Sue Fuchs
Devco Homes, Inc.
7 Woodford Ave.
Owensboro. KY 42301

'_allowny Courtly Propene n
Muffay has an opening In.
an Office Manager and,

Adult male caregiver
willing to sit/provide
care for adults Also
willing to house sit and
pet sit Overnignt if
Contact
neccessary
270-753-8801
Horn).
AMANDA'S
Daycare has openings
in her home Small
daycare in a great
environment
some
Autobond accepted
Low rates Please call
270-293-5212 or
270-753-7031
Are you tired of cleaning and to keep things
organized' ( I do
or
offices
homes)
You've found someone
to help, I love to organize and clean $1500
and hour Call 270753-2643 References,
38yr. experience
CLEANING houses 20
years experience
270- 753-9006

L1erical position ILA0.11,nry
a good stetting .51
TiL.

work esperience
lob you ri11 ever

oxCINIMI PeY end I.
Mimeo cal (270175.,
Or

F I'

I ,1100 1371•112

All 112 or toenail
wysowyrk

ots).1,

All Une ads
MMEDIATE OPENNGS. full-time, trainng provided, must be
pay
dependable,
hourly rate and bonus
es Apply in person
,Signmasters, 8503 US
'Hwy 68 East. Benton
(Fairdealing)

Sr pito vie an excellent salary and heneftt
p.skkage insluding health sision dental and
riltreillent Interested candidates should send a
irsuitie Of MTh in pe,son

:5 currently accepting applicaBruthaven of Be,
otter An excelkni benefit
tion. for LPN., vve
package Must be licensed in the State of Kentusky
Apply in perwm at Britthaven of Benkill 21,117 Main
Street Hwy Ml S Benton. KY 42025 EOL/AAE NO
PHONE CALLS PLEASE

tii iithav en ot Benton is currently accepting applik aLong lions fol a full-time Social Services Worker
tom k are experience preferred. We offer competitive
in
Apply
package.
benefit
%AIMs and an excellent
person at Brothaven of Benton 1607 Main Street
Ilw s hdl S Benton. KY 42025
Sri P11(i\1 T NI I S 11.1 ',Si.
I

If you would like a
weekly house cleanirg.references are
available. please call
me. 12701767-1636
WILL clean houses.
12701293-5806

placed In our
MANAGERIAL POSITION

paper are
posted on our
website for keel

Managerial positions available at local C-store
chain Competitve houriy/salary. Must be
available to work flexible hours Send resume
to KLOC 620 S 4th Street, Murray. KY 42071

MOM COMPUTERS
Service,'Saies
RepairsUpg•ades
759.3558

GAS BUSTER SCOOTERS
•100 MPG
*New Shipment
*Over 500
Available

sacc'950

BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235.
227-6004

200 Poplar Street
(270)836-7398

Anides
For Sake

SCRAP
• CARS

s s VIII

WANT to buy canning
;ars Call 492-8887
150
Adidas
For SW
2 crypts at Murray
Gardens
Memorial
Companion
DeIuxe
inside
Package
Chapel Opening and
closing fee included
(479)244-5968
custom
black
48"
inking stove with grill
and griddle. 270-2362210. 270-236-2751,
9 piece white wicker
full bedroom furniture.
great-condition
$800.00. 293-2130
AND
FURNITURE
APPLIANCES.
DRESSER and mirror
$300, next to new
Kenmore electric stove
$250, antique bed
$200. microwave $50.
drop leaf table $100.
chest. TV.stand, vacuums and more. Call
Nancy Phillips
492-8780
vegetables.
FRESH
Friday & Saturday.
12:00-6.00. At 4-way
stop in Hardin or call
227-2162

eee

Register For
FREE
Gas Buster
Scooter
Drawing

ANTIQUES. Call Larry
753-3633

CASH paid for
good used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods 519 S 121h.
ki.:rray

Apartments For Rent
2BR& 3BR apartments
available Great location 1 year lease, 1
month deposit, no
pets. 753-2905
3 BR, 2 BA, all appliances furnished, nice.
541 Bailey Rd. $675
plus deposit. Call
270-874-1599.
4 BR. 2 BA. all appliances Move in free
days. Coleman RE.
753-9898

SONY Flat Panel TV's
Full line of all Sony hat
panel TV's. All the
newest makes and
including
models
XBR
Best
Sony's
senes. On display for
free delivery & set-up
surround
custom
sound installation also
available Guaranteed
lowest pnces locally
owned and operated.
Come in see these
magnificent TV's in
Murray
action.
Telephone
Electronics, Inc.. corner of 8th and Arcadia.
(270)753-7567.
WHITE stove and
refngeretor. Good condition $200 for both.
489-2088 leave message.
WINNIE The Pooh 4int
bassinet $65.
Aquarium Take-A-Long
swing $45
Evneflo infant cart seat
$40 8 pc puppy baby
bedding set $25.
All from smoke free
home
free
pet
condition
Excellent
873-8129

Cornerstone
Realty & Rental
Rental Property &
Property Management
Services available
Call 761-7355
larnersionereatty c,rai
EXTRA rice 2 BR, 1
BA duplex in Murray.
refrigerator,
Stove,
washer dryer. $450
rent and deposit. (270)
293-3761

1505 Diuguid
LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES

Office Hours 8 a.m.- 12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
°

.,6

1132
Home Furnisnings
MAIN STREET
FURNISHINGS
Big Sale
New & Used
Furniture
1407 Main St
(270) 761-7653

POOL table 4 1/7x8'.
$300 492-8736
time
SMOKEY Mt
share in Pigeon Forge
value
deed
Clear
Will take
$14.500
S5.000 Must sell Cali
843-822-8758
TOP quality
consignmenr furniture,
accessories and
antiques
Read Interiors
603 Main St
753-6361

Find out what's
happening
this summer... I

1
1
1

subscnbe to the

LEDGER&TIMES
I Home Delivery

Local
L

I 6 mo.
I 1 ,r. .......

Nntai & flu.haran

Homes For Reel

3
6 mo.
1 yr. -

2

I
Check

Mail

$70.50
$60.00
$120 00

435.00
$63.00
$110.06 I

11
All Other Mail
Subscriptions
.$75.00
3 mo..
496.00
6 mo.
$145.00
1 yr.

Money Order

Visa

WC

Name
I St Address
1 BR apt various loa
cations Coleman RE
Move in free days
753-9898
2BR duplex, nice.
C/H/A. appliances furnished Various locations Coleman RE
753-9898

I

City.
•

I State

I

ri

.$55.00 3 mo.
6 mo.
I yr.

Rest of KY/TN

BR trailer for ren
New Concord sea
lake $250 per month
$250 deposit
436-6280

I

MIRRA1

1
I

Used Zero Turn
Mowers
Grasshopper. Scag.
Dixie Chopper
210-6268
437-4723

KR- Keith's Lawn and
Parts and
Tractor
Service 759-9831

Drive • Murral.. KY 42071

One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

(270)753-1713

KENMORE
washer/dryer $225.
573-673-6792

NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroorn Apts.
We accept Section
vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday, Fnday.
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283

. WARD-ELKINS

180
Law & Green

11mortmi ills

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

1.1
Apptisnees

GOING our of business
sale Day care inside
August 2nd & 9th
1429
7am-1
3rd
Pottertown Rd
house on past East
Elementary (280)
270-753-2643

apt
studio
Large
above Bradley Book
Co. on campus, newly
1303
remodeled_
Street.
Chestnut
Includes
$675/mo.
water and sewage
(270)293 3710.

Check us out on the web!

6051 South 12th St
ciFFICIAl • .
GAS $11,1$11 Fr
.',$GCKITEFIS
it(?LipiciWHEEUS
109.1.1PG 5(tC,C
' S.906
(423) 593.1399

VISA

Zip

Daytime Ph
Mail this coupon with payment to:
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call 12700 753-1916

CLASSIFIEDS

21.• Thursday, July 31, 2008

PUBLIC AUCTION
aturday, August , 008•10 a.m.

MULTI-FAMILY YARD SALE
the au conditioning comfort of
Murray Banquet Center
7 00-4 00
July 31-August 9
(accept for Sundays)
Located at BM-Air Shopping
Canter, next to Fred's
1.000 of items: Something for Everyone:

Murra) Ledger & Times

STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS
CR. Small

in

ANNOUNCEMENTS
CKC Registered Pug
puppies Very cute
shots and wormed
5200-250
731-782-6199

University
'Sullivan
seeks
(Lexington/
Bookstore
Assistant
Manager Requires two
years related experience. proficient computer skills and evenence with inventory
management/point of
sale system. ability to
pounds
50
lift
Associates degree preSend resume
ferred
and cover letter to
nienkinsCsullivan.edu
2355
HR.
Or
Road
Harrodsburg
Lexington, KY 40504
EOE

'CDL Class-A &
Classes Financing &
Employment
Assistance available
AMERICA .
TRUCK
TRAINING 866-2443644 State Trainin0
Dollars Available to
Qualified Applicant
TRAIN in KENTUCKY

•ADV E R TiSE R S You
can piace a 25-word
classified ad in 70
Kentucky newspapers
for as little as $250 with
HUGE 8 PARTY YARD SALE
Cocker spaniel pups
one order one pay182 Wells Purdom Dr
Blonde and white with
ment For information,
641N turn on 1429
blonde $65 7 weeks
contact the classified
Call
old
(Coles Campground Rd)
•Class-A CDL Driver
department of this
270-382-2369
then right on Wells Purdom Dr.
Wanted in Clarksville,
newspaper or call KPS
TN Area Company A
Friday & Saturday 6:30-7
DOG Obedience
1-502-223-8821
0/ops Flatbed & Vies
436-2858
Back to school name brand clothing for
Dietary
freight Excellent Pay &
Border •Become
Purebreed
boys. girls, men, women infant & toddler.
(average
benefits, home week- .
Collies. born May 14th. Manager
collectibles, Nascar, dolls, knives,
ends Low deadhead
& annual salary $40.3741
shots
had
antiques, furniture, home decor, baby
miles Call M-F 8AFXdewormed 2 females in eight months in online
items. toys tools movies, books antique
5PM 866-317-9264
3 males $150 Great program offered by
oak bed, entire estate to sell. Items too
family and herding Tennessee Technology •TRUCK
DRIVERS.
numerous to mention
Center. Elizabettnon. CDL training. Up to *Delta Career Academy
dogs 436-5589
Currently Enrolling local
Details www.ttceliza- $20,000
bonus.
Yorkte Poo pups for bethton.edu.
HUGE YARD SALE
1-888- Accelerate your career students for 16 day
Class-A CDL truck drivsale, ready now. $400 986-2368 or e-mail
116 MEYERS ST. HAZEL
as a soldier Drive out er training. $800-$850
293-1047
panicle.roa rk !Ice!'za
terrorism by keeping weekly avg. starting
(FOLLOW SIGNS ON 641S. RIGHT
bethton edu
the Army National pay.
BEFORE WESTERN WORLD)
Second
60
Lunch available • Ni,! responsible for accidents
Without Guard supplied. 1 - Approval.
•Divorce
800-883-FRIDAY & SATURDAY
THURSDAY,
phone
needs
auction
sour
and
information
0
more
G
For
Children $95. Divorce 8 0 0 0171
8:00-?
. •
with children $95 With GUARD.com/truck
tanks,
435-4420
fish
BEANE
3sm,
tanks,
DARRELL
fish
435-4144.
21g.
$58 Sign-Qrs.:
'-DriverDAN MILLER
change
name
FREE
YARD SALE
'Watkins Associates
expenenckt
TERRY D. PASC HALL 767-9223
coffee table, pool and sand filter, lots
documents (wife only) Needed. Flexible hours Bonus for
1094 COLES
Teams: Dry Van & Tetlfp
BROKER & AUCTIONEER
settlement
marital
and
of kids clothes boys & girls, lots of
CAMPGROUND
$500- Control. Solo Larigi:
Earn
agreement Fast, easy $1000+/month
ROAD
Licensed & Bonded in KY & Tenn a1281 Firm 2333
unopened cell phone accessories, too
part also available. 0/0s It:
Pays
It
Call
Cost.
1ALL
DAY
DoeSn
and professional
My Service
time. Start while keep- CDL-A Grads welcomeC•
much to mention. Great prices'
FRIDAY
888-789-0198.
ing your current lob No .C(Call
Covenant
D6. e
Lawnmower, tools.
selling required. Free
BUSINESS
6)684-2519 EOE.
knives,
video
games,
www.k738.com
YARD SALE
details.
SERVICES
fishing equip ,
ivdeerds 13 Drivers'
jewelry, c d.'s,
54 GIBBS STORE RD.
INSTRUCTIONAL
"Attention
'
Sign-On
Needed.
P.M.
dolls,
old
5:00
AT
movies,
2008
THURSDAY, AUGUST 7TH,
Homeowners" Display *AMERICAN HEAVY Bonus 35-42 cpm. Earn
FRIDAY 8:00-?
child's old rocker,
homes wanted for vinyl EQUIPMENT TRAIN- over 51000 weekly.
collector books, toys
LOCATION: ST. RT. 564 Between 402 & 80 - Mayfield, KY.
SATURDAY 8:00-12:00
siding- windows- roofs. ING
benefite.
866-280-5836 Excellent
more.
SIGNS!!
lots
and
FOR
WATCH
The Golo Community,
Guaranteed Financing. NCCER
Car audio speakers, new dryer,
Accredited Need CDL-A & 3 mos
No payments until Equipment Operator recent OTR. 800-635TRACT 1 - 3 Bedroom, 1-1/2 Bath.
16' 4 wheel trailer, linens, dorm
2009.
January
Classes. Financing & 8669
Stucco home with detached garage, situBIG YARD SALE
Payments starting at Employment
refrigerator, casino table, Coca Cola
ated on mature lot in the Gobo
'-Drivers- Competitive :
94E
1-80°RT.
Call
ST.
11692
$99/month
Assistance available. Pay. Great home time. :
Community Close to Murray, Mayfield,
collectibles, bumper pool table, name
251-0843
FRIDAY
State Training Dollars Van & Flatbed fleets.
Farmington & Benton. A Handyman's
AND
brand kid's clothes, lots more.
opportunity - Charming home that
Available to Qualified Accepting
FOR SALE
Recent
SATURDAY
Applicants. TRAIN in Grads. 23 YO, 1 yr
needs renovating.
•A New Computer Now!! KENTUCKY.
7:00-4:00
OTFI, CDL-A. Sraithway,
Brand Name laptops &
Air compressor,
COMX15110E Prop. For Rent
Motor Xpress 888-839COLLEGE
*ATTEND
NO
or
Bad
the
desktops.
in
located
TRACT 2 - 17.86 Acres
Jacks, toots.
2013 www.srm(c.com
home
from
Online
Problem.
No
IBA,
3BR.
credittown,
Cemetery
IN
-Gobo Community on "Riley
paint gun,
1600 Sq. Ft. $1,200 a
'Business 'DriversMedical
new appliances. carSmallest Weekly pay- '
Horne
Rd." Watch for Signs! Currently in high
fishing supplies,
month. 1701 St At 121
no
absolutely
ac,
pet,
that
ments avail, as yours 'Paralegal 'Computers Weekends, Great Payl
state of hay cultivation. Ideal for
Bypass. 1225 Sq. Ft
ect.
clothing.
Job
Justice.
'Criminal
References/cred
pets
NOW- Call 800-840Company & LP availhome site in the country
$850 a month. 1625 St.
placement assistance able. Paid vacation &
it check. $500imonth
5366
At. 121 Bypass Days
available.
Computer
$500 security-deposit.
premium benefits. CDL2 70 - 7 5 3 - 2 225.
HELP WANTED
TERMS ON REAL ESTATE: 10% down day Of sale. Balance due 270-293-5573.
Financial Aid if quali- A and 3 months expenMULTI-FAMILY
270-759evenings
vv./delivery of deed within 30 days. Property sells AS-IS with pos
866-858-2121
Call
LOVELY country home 1509. cell 270-227fied.
YARD SALE
•Earn $25 per sale, sellence required. Calf_
session at closing.
in SW section of coun- 0836.
ing our home telephone www.CenturaOnline.co (800)441-4271 xKY-100...
1804 Greenbrier
5BA,
1
3BR.
ty.
at
service starting
AUCTION CONDUCTED BY.
shop, utilities
off Wiswell &
centrai-air, Clean-uo
,
garage,
$24.95. Free Connect 'Can You Dig It? Heavy 'Drivers We have Mitre
paid, washer & dryer
Doran
Stevan J Bunch - Auctionetir
gas-heat. no water or
& Freight! Positions'
No
Features.
Fee.
Free
293-6430.
furnished
Broker
RE
Bunch - Auctioneer.
Equipment School. 3w1( available ASAP! (laseFriday & Saturday
sewer bill. Frig (iv/ ice
deposits, No credit training
Retail
program. A COL waank endorse6am-6pm
maker, stove, washer OFFICE or
Bellsouthi
checks.
Available
Backhoes, Bulldozers, ment req'd. Top pay &
& dryer. NO PETS. Space
AUCTION REALTY. INC.
1only!
Markets
AT&T
Main,
Murray
Bikes, bird cage, old
trackhoes. Local job premium benefits. Call
$800/month+deposit. 601
P0 BOX 175
and @ Midway
MANGO, KENTUCKY. 42085
293-0247.
placement asst. Start 877-484-3061 or visa,
piano, freezer, girls' & 866-715-4537
and
WATERFRONT home 641 South
baby clothes, toys.
PHONE:(270) 376-2992 FAX:(270) 376-2997
sought digging dirt now. 866- www.oakleytransport.c
Families
•Host
Rd
for rent. 2 BR, 2 BA. Tobacco
twin bed frame, metal for Foreign Exchange 362-6497.
om
fully furnished on main 270.293.3232
Students, 15-18 years
desk, household
MOBILE HOMES
Kentucky OFFICE or retail space
channel
Weekly
*Guaranteed
oid. Has own spending
Lake, Hamlin area. available. Pnme locaLEFT IN LAY- Settlement Check. Join
•Aaa
insurance
&
money
293with single slip dock tion. 753-2905,
The Grace James Estate
Call today! American AWAY' New Multi-sec- Wil-Trans lease operaYARD SALE
and year-round water. 1480
Student tion Homes Must Go tor program. Get the
Intercultural
building
annually. STORAGE
Available
302 N. 8TH ST
benefits of being a'
-800-SIB1
$0 Down with Land
Exchange.
heat,
insugas
40x40,
$750 a month. Call
LOCATION: 3157 ST. RT. 94W, Murray. KY.
lease operator without
Call 270-678-2460
aww.aise.com
LING.
1/2
THJRDAY
406
located
lated,
436-5091. 293-3629
any of the nsk 888From Murray: Take Main St /94W Proceed To Auction Site
Sunbury Circle Murray.
FRIDAY &
REAL ESTATE
•MECHANICS: Up to
229-8712. Must be 23
Signs Posted!!
$300/month. Call
Keep
bonus.
$20.000
SATURDAY
Carlos Black.
Truck
National *2700 sf LOG CABiN *International
the Army
(270)436-2935
KIT & 1+ ACRE LAKE Driving School. located
7:00-3:00
Guard Rolling. Fix
A&F Warehousing
ACCESS with Free in KY, now enrolling stu360
Humvees. Strykers, etc
Near MSU $20-50
Pottery wheel,
only dents. Class-A COL
Slips
753-7668
Expand your skills Boat
Pets & Supplies
SALE! Training.
furniture and
$84.900.
Job
through career training.
August 2nd. Assistance. Financing
% NlinistoraLis
more
Be a soldier. 1-800-GO- Saturday,
AKC Scottish Terne
acre recre- to try to help everyone.
wheaten
All sizes to
Puppies,
GUARD.com/mechanic 160.000
in Start working now! Call
lake
ational
fit your needs
color. $350-$400. 270'Police Officers: Earn Kentucky! Ask how to 888-780-5539.
Located by
236.2210, 270-236YARD SALE
up to a $20.000 bonus. receive $5,000 Gas
2757.
Froggy radio station
Owner.
Train to protect your fal- Card, Lowest financing •Midwest
307 S. 11TH ST.
puppies.
KENTIfk)
Tzu
Shin
AKC
MURRAT.
OF
WEST
ST
9 7 9GRAND LOCATION Jt
75
Needectl,...
low soldiers. Be a :n 25+ years. Calf now Operators
&
FRIDAY
wormed,
RD.
checked,
CLUB
vet
COUNTRY
OAKS
ROAD FRONTAGE ALONG HWY 94W &
leader in the Army 1-800-704-3154. x1945 $1.05 ALL miles. NeSATURDAY
first shots, beautiful
KEY MINI
quall-corti. GenerouS
National Guard. 1-8005
,
7:00-5:013
colors/markings
Brick
Bath
3
TRAVEL
REAL ESTATE: Tract I* +/- 2692 Sq. Ft. 4 Bedroom
surcharge.
fuel
SES female, 1 male,
WAREHOU
GO-GUARD.com,,police
antiques,
Some
Room.
Home Featuring Living Room. Kitchen, Utility Room.& Family
hornii
Guaranteed
WALFORT
•DESTIN,
270-753$400ea.
Of
extra large
University
•Sullivan
Other inteiior Features Include Large Open Rooms, Abundance
1850 St. tn. 121S
weekends. Permits, fuel
SOUTH
BEACH.
TON
270-227-2264.
1059,
seeks
women's clothes,
(Lexington)
Cabinet Space, Walk-In Closets, 2 Soothing Fireplaces. Built-in
Murray. KY 42071
WALTON, PANAMA taxes paid, 2500-3000
GARIN Terner M. pup
adjunct faculty for
too much to
Frontier
Bookshelves & Florida Sunroom. Notable Features Outside The Home
miles.
2
270-753-556
& PORT ST JOE
CITY
$200. 270-748-5575.
Science,
Computer
mention. If rain,
Include A 2 Car Attached Drive-Thru Garage. Paved Circular Drive.
(800)991-6227
selecBest
FLORIDA.
J&L RENTALS
Technology.
Office
Covered Front Porch. Exterior Lighting. & A Lounging Patio In The
Cancel to next
tion of beach cottages, 'No
Driver
Truck
Assisting,
MINI-STORAGE
Medical
Backyard. All Of This Is Situated On A Nicety Landscaped Shaded
weekend
homes & condos. On- Experience Needed.
Yrd Sri
ST.
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Corner
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720
Acre
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Paralegal
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A
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Lot.
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www.SouthernResorts. drive. Company- Paid
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YARD SALE
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800.737.2322
Driver Training. Work
at least 18 credit hours
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ENJOY THE OAKS COUNTRY CLUB WITH JUST A SHORT
HUGE GARAGE
308 WILKINS DR
for Wil-Trans Trucking
12701293-6906
the
in
discipline.
GOLF CART RIDE!!
TRUCK DRIVERS
SALE
Murray, KY
and be OTR in three
PREMIER
Terminal Degree and
HELP WANTED
1312 LARKSPUR
weeks. 888-428-6374,
MINISTORAGE
experience
436-6095
teaching
Real Estate Sells At 7:00 PM. Absolute To The Highest Bidder.
'Inside climate control
preferred Send resume •Attn Drivers Home Must be 23.
THURSDAY,
7-31 TO 8-2
Weekends' Get Paid
storage
OPEN HOUSE: Tuesday August .5th Between 6:00 PM- 7:00 PM
FRIDAY &
8:00-?
'Want Home Weekly'
•Securay alarmed
bgaskin @ sullivan.edu 400 per mile Tarp pay with more pay? Run
Call For Private Viewing Any Day Before Auction.
SATURDAY
& 6'. bonus! CDL-A &
•Safe & clean
Harrodsburg
2355
or
CO-BROKER: GREY'S PROPERTIES, MURRAY, KENTUC'KI
Antiques, radiator
Ohio
Heartland's
•We sell boxes'
8:00-2:00
Rd. Lexington, KY 6 mo flatbed exp
5.45/mile
heaters, T V 's,
REAL ESTATE: 15% Down bas Sale Balance in 30 Days Make Inspections
Req'd WVT 800-246- Regional'
•We rent U-Hauls.
EOE.
40504
Waiver
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A
furniture,
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Antiques,
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0
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BUILDING
REAL'ESTATE & AUCTION
All real cstate ad‘ertised herein (270)210-3781
FRIDAY
is salmiii, the Federal Fair (270)559-2032
3855 ST RT 45 NORTH
AND
Housing Act, what, make. it
For Salo
SATURDAY
illegal to advertise anv preter.
MAYFIELD. KENTUCKY 42066
limitation or decnminaincr.
Sib
For
Hones
7:30-1:00
oneer
Broker/Aucti
HARRIS
MICHAEL
thin bawd ii, race, color, reli3BDR2 be brick home
'All Size Units
Baby clothes,
gion.'es. handicap tamilial sta(270)247-3253 OR 800-380-4318
on 7 acres in north
BR,
2
3
old.
years
2
in
nter,iingin,
national
or
tus
scrapbookmg
Available
YOUR PROFESSIONAL AUCTIONEERS
ans such prefer- BA. 1.650 sq ft, hard- Calloway, more info at
make
to
Lin
supplies, toys,
ences. limitations on discrimina- wood. carpet, crown 753-2761 293-2819 or
'Now Have
books, cds, home
tion
and fenced in back www.owners.com,WT
Climate Control
decor, and
W7832
state law, forbid discrimination yard. Call
Houma Fir Rot
Mouses For Rent
in the sale rental or advertising 270-210-7857.
womens clothes
3BR/2BA House,
ot real estate based on factors in
protes•ted 2400 sq ft home on 3 CenA/C and separate
addition to
C/H/A. at
Room for rent In 4 3 8R, I BA. 2miles 3BR. 2BA.
law
hdslal
2638
beautiful acres in New DUPLEX, Expansion
bedroom apartment in from town Some utili- apIliances.
YARD SALE
tie will know mgls accept an
Backusberg Rd. 12mi
potential. shade Great
Providence. 3 BR and
campus ties paid No pets
new
the
which
estate
real
tor
advertising
North
town.
from
BA upstairs. The location for
Good roo- $700 per month.
suites
95 CHESTNUT
law All 2
violation
oldie
in
not
Short
school district.
persons are hi rd's :ntormed master bedroom fea- MSU/Schools/Shoppin
mates. two female, one 978-0880.
"A Better Place To Store"
FRI 8/1 SAT 8/2
term lease. Pets conthat all dwellings ads,rnsed are tures french doors that
male $325 per month
BA, C/H/A. sidered. $725.
2
BR,
3
as ailable on an equal opponu- lead out to deck. I BR, $135,000 (Sell sepa8:00AM
All utilities included
24/7 Self Storage
refrigerator, 759-1771
nits- basis
1 BA. kitchen, living rately?) 753-8585
270-635-1202. stove,
Call
dishwasher. 2 car
5x10 to 10x30
For further assistance with Fair room, dinning room
under
270-635-1261
BR
3
or
2
items
Many
HAZEL,
requireAdvertising
garge, smoke free, no
Housing
and utility room down- 4 BR,2 BA brick house
Brand New Buildings Completed
$350 rent plus deposit
$1 00, Infant boys
rrients. sontact NAA Counsel stairs 2 car attached on 3.6 acres Large
inside pets $685. 101
Across Frorr National Guard Armory
lease 492-8526
171131nel-10W
and
Rene P %Lint
clothing, girls &
E Y Dnve. 759-0999.
and 2 cat de detached family room with fireadult clothes, toys,
basement
Concrete place,
garage.
3-BR. 1-Bath, S
Toward New Concord.
books misc
dnveway and sidewalk
2 or 3 BR houses nea
HazeVN. Puryear.
1465 State Route 121 N., Murray
$82,000.
5129,000.00. Call
Murray
downtown
household items
$450/month, no pets
',Trot=
3 Minutes From MSU
270-227-9527
731-644-0783
753-4109
12701293-1437

At 719 Wiswell Road
Follow South 16th St., Sfurray, KI to auction.
Grandiair,,
Nutdie pic..,1 '4,1,1 nice entertainment center - loseseat odd chairs
c 10. k paiiitc d lamp n leg table - lamp table u/magazine rack - Low Bov
,i,ik 4111C 111111,4 III,e brass bed - wash stand base oak dresser base - oak chitiot. • .
uood bird cage bookcase & books - trundle bed - is quilts & quilt stand
uswid glass door caMnet - wicker :hair old wood cupboard - s/s Engidaire retngel.,
tor - arm chair t rom National Hotel - old magazine rack wood tobacco stand what not A items %skid bowl & paddle- Irsuti S Cobb books tobacco Aserti,...
h lt!painted mixing howls 'collection sit old stamp. ka
oiolktx4,..
1.11,11C!. land cookie tar German rucks case cig memorabilia
kin cookie
Crown potters pieces kerosene lamp cigarette signs Oriental cookie can - 14,f,
glass Libens Bank - old silseruare - 5 gal glass rug - stone howls cut glass bowls
other glass pieces walking slick - glass or %issue hale chicken cookie tar - old bean
hou I 22K gold trim Firelang pieces - Log Cabin cornmeal sack - muffin nngs friendship quilt old dough roller wired handles - Spcas tar w/bale - old cash register
• fluted pie pans beer steins - tobacco peg - old wood bucket - Campbell soup mem;:rabilia old glass & china - Shaker sets - Rsan milk bottles - tnisted stem glasses
tithir sum glasses - small kitchen appliances - rrucmss ate - closer leat milk bottles milk glass measunng cup lots of tins, some lunged - Cracker lack - cake stand
Parker popcorn memorabilia - Fens Moms flower sets - Pillsbury 110 Anniset,,
can, round top trunk - Hanson counter scales Lionel trains - Tonka fire truck
glider gas gnIl hand & 'aid tools' and lots more

REAL ESTATE AUCTION

BUNCH BROS.

ABSOLUTE REAL ESTATE AUCTION
Tuesday, August 12th, 2008 @ 7:00 p.m.

IA A Fi FIIS

NEON BEACH
MINIESTORAGE

753.3853

Boggess Self Storage

759-5555

CIASSIFIEDS

Murray Ledger & Times
lakA) Government Funds available
for 1st time buyers who own land
or have family land!
Zero down, easy financing!
(270) 443-6737

1

14 15 16 inch

Starting at S20
mounted

Call 753-5606
Greg Taylor
"Ittarsey at Law
CaMem% Death
.MIK Club.
741-4858
SNOWlerlow-am
GATESBOROUGH, 2
homes. FSBO
413/3 3.000 AC, 4,000
.9
acres.
total,
5224.900 $10,000 for
remodel.
completely
3/2/2
New
remodeled
everything. $159,900.
4 t7-337-3561.

I\1 \II 1

\I I

RI 1 II 1'

1)1

MURRAY Estates 3
BA,
25
BR,
Immaculate, tastefully
decorated 5 acre lot.
7 67-2246

New 2-4
Bedroom homes
In RIverfteld
Estates.
Matt Jennings
293-7872
NEW 4 BR. 2 BA, 2
car garage, concrete
drive. 4.000 total sqft
and 2600 living sqft.
Landon Lane
Subdivision.
(270)210-3781,

Way Weida
Owner Financed
Land/Home
$250 deposit
Terms Negotiable
(270) 443-6737

relocating
OWNER
must sell 5 bedroom
lots of
house with
extras Call Ruth Ann
227-3876 Coleman RE
REDUCED'
LAKE house. Three
bedroom 2 bath with
double garage, waterfront lot with trees.
sforage shed, floating
boat dock, concrete
ramp.
boat
Call
$248,500 00.
753-2905 or 293-8595.
UNIQUE mini farm
minutes from
lust
Murray, 3 bedroom
above
house with
ground pool Call Ruth
227-3876
Ann
Coleman RE

06 New Age motorcy
5sp
200cc,
cle,
1,500mi
120mpg.
Bought new 3 months
ago $1,200 obo
873-2258
05 Suzuki King Quad
auto, 4x4, loaded w/
options, $5,500 2275807 leave message

Need to sell your Fliiti,r?
Call us we will be glad to help.
Murray Ledger 8 Times

Calhoon Construction,tic JONES ROOFING CO.

111311Aule Perla

USED TIRES

97 Explorer Eddie
Bauer, fully loaded,
everything,
power
warmer. Mustang GT
engine. $6,300 book,
$4,900 obo
417-337-3561

Thursday, July 31, 2008 • 3t

live
Craft
CHRIS
aboart houseboat 46
ft, air heat to 30 below
zero. insulated Newly
rebuilt twin merk cruise
350 engine and rebuilt
interior with washer.
dryer $35.000. At ship
in New Concord. KY 1612-306-7559
1997 Javelin 158 Bass
2001
with
Boat
4 stroke
Yamaha
motor and trailer G000
$46(,
condition
12701293-9389

Remodeling additions
decks. home & mobile
home repair. water &
termite damage tile &
hardwood floors 30
yrs exp Larry Nimmo
753-2353 753-0353

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
1270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

.‘SPI1A
Mitchell Bros.
Pas ing
Irrr

WNW's
2006 Nissan Anima
24,000 miles, roya
blue electric, cloth
owner.
1
seats.
$14,500. Call
436-6974.

ALL Carpentry

•
L&M
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing, Manicuiing,
Landscaping
Leal Vacuuming
Salicifettion guaranteed

753-1816 227-0611

02 Toyota Camry LE
white automatic, sunroof, spoiler. 103.000
mpg,
28
miles
Micnelin tires, one
owner. $8.000 obo
753-9523,
731-363-2520

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Hill Electric.
Since 1986

Vans

24 Noon sarrma
Chevy Express
04
Conversion Van, 36K
miles, fully loaded, surround sound. captain
chairs, leather intenor,
wide screen tv/dvd
$22,000. 436-5858.

2000 Toyota Tundra
4x2 V8, great truck,
fully serviced including
timing belt, full power,
auto. ac. ps air bags,
tow package. am-fm cd
player, 114,000 miles
$6995, 436-5610.

Ind
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small
Res . Com . &

,r 41, •

W.IMMO

759-0501
753-1537

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
iunk & tree work.

97 F-250 Power stroke
diesel, ex-cab, 4x4.
$4,950. 227-9055.

DNJ HANDYMAN
Call us for all your
repair needs
Specializing in decks
& painting
293-5438

Additions, Drywall. Painting, Windows

Roofing, Decks. Sun Rooms.
Screen Porches, Concrete and Repairs

Office: 270-761-6790
Cell Phone: 270-978-1007
BRENT ALLEN SEPTECH

(270) 759-1515
*SF;i-,T)C SYSTrsaiS Cssesitlt,

Specializing in Ceramic and
Commercial Tile

& Hauling
LONA I R AA IS
279-753-2279

(270) 753-5933

CATHY'S
Wallpapering,
Painting
270- 227-6606

wv.di
H
MA\ kGI All \1

270-293-5624
GRAVEL white rock
sand delivered
(270)293-1924
MOWING & Trimming.
Any yardwork, any size
yard. Steven 7679178.
NEED a metal roof
installed/ Call Damn at
270-752-0414

Mayfietii, KT 42066

270-705-1181

• week!), & speo.d pikups
nest/operated
• locall

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

JOE'S JOBS
11101.11?$

7.1 1.4344

227-56-14

LEE'S Carpet
Cleaning

Hamilton Granite
Marble

'since 1971'
-Carpets -Upholstery

•Emergency Water
Removal *Quick

1,111 Muirint I, • 2.;•1-22
1)14-$1.1‘ non, $4'-;

Drying
Free Estimates

753-5827
lit M
Lim Service

Our customers are ft

Spedatizing in

Mowing. Trimming
and Mulch Hauling

restangletag and
metal roofing.

Ask for Mitch
270-227-0906
Tree
YEARRY'S
Service. Free estimates Phone
436-2562. 227-0267

I

II

110140:er
12701976-0006

(270)382-2028
TRENCHING
731-782-3951
731-336-5288

530
Somas Offered

Calloway
WEST
County Development
Dozer.
Track Hoe
Backhoe work. Septic
systems Tcp soli -and

Aldridge & McCuleton
Rooting Co

II.yelelleee.
1 il),111 $.k. %Oki ‘1,-$

753-8087
PI K P

FREE ESTIMATES
240 Motes Dries
Row Ratan« • New

520
Services Ottired

3301 St. Rt 12161:

Scr.0Appr.ancers Old VIIInng
Dons
0 SIOIM W140,4.05
Me1,
Strap Metal Mcnvers & Trllers

2,3-0354

Ihileetlests

Ciewlaitaaca btu*"I Cosalcla
taT P.c?

ALEXANDER SEPTIC SERVICE

Over a years exp.
Sales & lastaliatiaa
slays same as cash
75 77

Estimate.!',

Professional Floor
Maintenance Service
'A Omni Mow Roliods on You"

laitetisikui deroireftFmr,#

ra‘ing.Sralcualing

' Carpet & Floors

QUALITY WORKMANSHIP
YOU CAN DEPEND ON!
15 Years Experience
A • Tear-Offs
Licwww•
Ina
• Nana Roofs
• Repairs
• Workmanship
Guaranteed
Frise
Mosses 753-0355

I

"FRAN'IS

753-9562
436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling, etc
Insured.

FREE
Licensed
FREE
Est,rnates and Insured Estimates

Uceneee eaMrsalter
(fee K(270)293-4020
(270)293-1924

Gravel for sale, delivered 270-210-3781
270-559-2032

THE Murray Ledger
& Times considers
its sources reliable,
but inaccuracies do
Readers
Occur
using this information do so at their
own risk. Although
persons and compamentioned
nies
herein are believed

9 yr. old
Sheppard/Husky mix
great with kids Must
find new home
978-0881
OLDER house trailers
livable, must move
(270) 543-3382

to be reputable, The
Murray Ledger &
Times, nor any of its

GET THIS
1X1
AD FOR
$75.00
A MONTH
75 3-1 9 1 6

employees accept
responsibility
any
whatsoever for their
activities.

270-753-1916

Suicide bomber targets Iraq police
BAGHDAD (AP) — A suicide car bomber
rammed an explosives-laden vehicle against the
wall of a police station south of Mosul today,
killing three policemen and wounding four others,
authorities said.
It was the fifth suicide attack in Iraq this week
and showed that insurgents can still carry out
asSaults despite security gains in urban areas of
the country. Four suicide bombers killed 57 people in Baghdad and the northern city of Kirkuk on
Monday.
,Today's attack occurred on a police station in
the Qayara area about 30 miles south of Mosul.
according to a police officer who spoke on condition of anonymity because he was not authonzed
to speak to the media.
_.A statement posted Wednesday on a Web site
in the name of the Islamic State of Iraq, an alQaida front group, warned of a campaign of
attacks in the Mosul area in retaliation for the
killing of one of its "hero brothers."
U.S. and Iraqi forces have been battling alQaida-inspired insurgents for months in Mosul,

where militants have carried out numerous car
bombings and assassinations.
To-Jay. a judge died of wounds suffered in an
attack the day before in Mosul. police said. One of
the judge's bodyguards was killed in the attack,
police said.
The focus of the war against al-Qaida and other
Sunni militant groups has shifted to the north after
the Sunni revolt against the terror movement in
Anbar province west of Baghdad. Sunni militants
have also suffered major losses in the Baghdad
area since 2006.
About 50,000 U.S.-backed Iraqi military and
police forces have launched a major operation
against al-Qaida insurgents in Diyala province
northwest of the capital. Iraqi officials say Diyala
is one of the last major al-Qaida strongholds near
the capital. Associated Press Television News
footageshowed Iraqi troops transferring a handful
of detainees in the back of a truck in Diyala. One
of the soldiers was seen feeding a blindfolded
captive with a slice of orange as others were giving water to them.

0:

2
2
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BIRTHDAY for
HAPPY
Friday, Aug_ I, 2008
You express high energy and
radiate charisma. This year, you
are likely to redefine your life
with your actions and decisions.
The results or fruits of this year
could be more important than
you realize. Know that you are
walking in heavy shoes, as you
make an imprint. The implications of this year will have ramifications. If you are single, you
will welcome a different type of
person into your life -- someone
quite unique, who will be opening doors. New beginnings
could bubble up with this person. and in other areas of your
life. If you are attached, do plan
that special trip you have been
talking about for so long. An
important change could occur in
the nature of your relationship.
LEO is your soul mate and
understands you.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
I -Difficult
ARIES(March 21 -April 19)
**** You feel drained and
pushed beyond your limits.
Know when to say "enough Be
careful in a confusing situation,
as you take a very strong stand
You might not be comfortable
with what comes up Tonight: Let
others make declarations. You
listen.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** Changes appear to be sur-

a

or
facing, whether you are ready
not. Consider various scenarios
in
that you might want to see
your domestic life. You might be
adiustin a position to make an
recent
ment soon. Evaivate a
a
using
misunderstanding
perspective.
longer-range

BOSTON (AP) — Scientists
working to help astronauts
regain balance after extended
flights in zero gravity say
they've found a way to use the
research to help elderly people
avoid catastrophic falls.
An "iShoe" insole contains
sensors that read how well a person is balancing. The point is to
gather information for doctors
and to get people to a specialist
— before they fall.
Erez Lieberman. a graduate
student who developed the technology while working as an
intern at NASA. says a damaging fall is preceded by numerous
warnings, similar to how high
cholesterol and elevated blood
pressure point to a coming heart
wants what he or she wants, and attack.
direction
the
change
you cannot
"You gradually get worse and
of his or her will. Tonight: In the
worse at balancing." said
action.
who studies in a
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. Lieberman.
achusetts
Harvard-Mass
joint
21)
***** Take an overview. You Institute of Technology health
might want to rethink a situation science and technology prowhen you get news. In fact. you gram. "If you know the problem
could be up for quite the rever- is there, you can start addressing
sal. Be willing to take a risk. the problem."
Tonight: Read between the lines.
The National Osteoporosis
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) Foundation estimates 300,000
**** Work with an important people annually suffer hip fracpartner or financial source. You tures. which are often caused by
also might feel as if you have no falls. An average of 24 percent
other choice. Be willing to take a of hip fracture patients age 50
stand and handle a loved one or
and over die within a year of the
partner directly. Your ability to
fracture.
move a project forward is not
Many fall victims who don't
surprising. Tonight Some people
up being
do drain you. Still, stop and take die within a year end
disabled the rest of their lives.
time with a needy friend
"It's a huge issue." said
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Others dominate. The Elinor Ginzler of the AARP. "It
smart Water Bearer will pull back significantly impairs your abiliand rethink his Or her decisions. ty to stay independent, which is
perhaps, but will not make any what people want.final statements or issue any ultiThe idea for the iShoe came
matums. Know when enough is to Lieberman while he was
enough. Tonight: Say 'yes" to liv- working at NASA last summer
ing.
on a project to help astronauts
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
regain balance after months in
*** Listen to feedback carefulgravity. The work is part of
ly. Understand what is happen- zero
for long space mising with a child or loved one, but preparations
Mars, that
also expect to behave in a nur- sions, such as trips to
turing manner. Words might be require astronauts to perform
nice, but actions have greater complicated tasks on the terrain
soon after landing.
impact Tonight: Take it easy
The balance research seemed
BORN TODAY
to Lieberman to have obvious
Herman earthly applications for the eldauthor
American
Melville (1819), Roman emperor erly.
Claudius I (10 BC), author of
He and Katharine Forth, a
"Tne Star-Spangled Banner" visiting scientist at NASA who
Francis Scott Key (1779)
also works on the iShoe, had
•**
been touched personally by the
Jacqueline Bigar is on the
of elderly falls, with each
issue
cquehttp://www.ja
at
Internet
a grandmother's health
seeing
.
linebigarcom
deteriorate alter such an
rapidly
Features
King
by
(c) 2008
accident.
Syndicate Inc.
"It was something that has
kind of been on my mind in gen-

lig Jacqueline Blgar

Horoscope
Tonight Order in.

GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** You might want to
choose different words, especially as a new perspective will
become avaiiabie. A misunderstanding stems from nowhere, if
you are not careful. Eye a purchase with cynicism. You might
want to close the door to a relationship. Tonight: In the thick of
life and living.

CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** Use extreme care with
your finances What looks good
today could be bad news in a
month. Avoid putting your John
Hancock on anything right now.
You might not want to deal with
the implications. Do not react or
push others. Tonight: Avoid attitude.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** You might want to do
something very different, as
what is initiated right now could
end before it begins. Keep communication clear with an openness to evaluating ideas that are
very different from yours.
Tonight Don't react to high energy. Use it.

VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** The time to keep your own
counsel has arrived. The smart
person does not share too much
just now. Ilse wisdom for your
highest good. More information
will be told 'confidentially" to
you Tonight. Relax. sleep. Do
what you want.

UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** Zero in on what you
want. A meeting could prove to
be beneficial Knowing when to
put a halt to a situation could
mean the difference between
being a winner or a loser. You
understand much more than you
know. Just listen to your inner
voice Tonight • In the thick of life

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Take a stand or handle a
boss or authority figure You will
be much happier without questioning someone. This person

Astronaut tech could
prevent elderly falls
Balance shoe-In
An "iShoe insole contains
sensors that read how well a
person is balancing The pur-

pose is to gather information
for doctors and get people to
a specialist before they fail

About the "iShoe"
Worn oontnuously. data from
the sensors is transferred by
Bluetooth network for computer
analysis of balancing ability
Sensors are powered by
a nickel-sized battery

The !Shoe has less than
10 sensors depending
on the model

AP

SOURCES Frez Letterman
and Ricardo t>iediranita

end, and once I started looking
at balance it became very clear it
would have applications in that
direction," Lieberman said.
NASA tests balance with an
expensive device about the size
of a phone booth. Lieberman
and Forth say the iShoe insole,
slipped inside any shoe, solves
the problem of portability and
affordability, since the device
would cost about $100.
The iShoe researchers used
some of their own work and previous NASA data to determine
how. pressure is distributed on
the foot by people with balance
problems. compared to those
with good balance.
They then were able to determine certain pressure patterns
that show up when people are
struggling with balance.
The iShoe, with a half dozen
sensors, is not an instant alarm,
though it will send out a signal if
the wearer actually falls. It's
more like a data recorder that the
user can bring to a doctor or balance specialist for help if the
dangerous pressure patterns are
seen.
Balance problems are caused
by many factors, including deteriorating muscle tone, bad vision
and inner ear problems. and the
possible solutions can be as simple as a tai chi exercise to build
strength.
"Pour balance isn't something you have to accept.... You
can help yourself, you can
improve balance," Forth said.
The iShoe has a way to go to
reach the market. It's still being
tested to ensure it can hold up
under constant foot pounding,
and Lieberman and Forth are
still perfecting the software that
identifies the faulty pressure
patterns. Research involving
elderly people is just getting
under way.
Lieberman estimates Si million is needed for a broad clini-

cal trial, and $3 million to 14
million to bring the insole to
market.
The company has applied for
a patent and as well as federal
funding. Once funding is
obtained, the iShoe could be for
sale in IS months. Lieberman
said.
Dr. Robert Lindsay. a professor of medicine at Columbia
University and a trustee at the
osteoporosis foundation, said to
be of any use the iShoe would
have to be affordable, durable,
and collect data that's easy for
physicians to read.
But he said he's not aware of
other technology that can do
what the iShoe aims to — provide objective data in an area of
medicine where doctors are now
forced to depend on subjective
data, such as self-reporting by
patients and their own visual
analysis.
"If they have a sensor that
can detect differences in balance, it is fairly easy to train the
elderly, using physical therapy,
to improve their balance,"
Lindsay said. "It would be a
good tool."

Deaths from falls
In 2003 the death rate from
falls among men was h,gher
Man for women

Aile-actfusted fatal fall injury
rates aged 65 years and
older. per 100,000 population
Men

Women
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Contact with ailing granddad
enriches both young and old
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Crosswenls
ACROSS
1 Lithe lie
4 Toothy smile
8 Curved bone
11 Thor's father
13 Bowling alley
part
14 Empioy
15 Aplenty
17 Bnef snooze
19 Roast cookers
21 Guitarist
— Paul
22 Ankle-length
24 Took a break
26 Janitor's need •
29 Mrs Krarnden
31 Informal parent
33 Asian export
34 Hey,
35 Caribou kin
37 Race the
engine
39 Singer
— Jolson
40 Mooch
42 Mouth. slangily
44 Slip back

46 Party cheese
48 Swerve off
course
50 Arms the alarm
51 Demure
53 Rodeo gear
55 Enjoyed. as
benefits
58 Tan slacks
61 Practical
question
62 Hoop's place
64 Name in blue
jeans
65 Come- —
(lures)
66 Feudal serf
67 Society girl
DOWN
1 Low-lying
clouds
2 NW state
3 Mississippi port
4 Valleys
5 Egyptian sun
god
6 Advantages
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7 Sedana 31
Simon
8 Winter apple
9 Hobby ender
10 Princess Di's
niece

12 Tencerfoot
16 Scale note
18 Cartoon mice
— and Meek
20 Gloomy
22 Perhaps
23 Spoken
25 Hull sealant
27 Bread
ngredient
28 Markdowns
30 Famous
cathedral town
32 Tierra —
Fuego
36 Boastful knight
38 Meleval tenant
41 Rain forest
parrots
43 Kitchen item
45 Snuck a look
47 Clean the floor
49 Roused up
52 Kennel noise
54 Startled cry
55 Fiat letter
56 L-o-n-g time
57 Female antelope
59 — had
60 Close kin
63 "10' actress

